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1. Introduction
In December 2006, Pune became the first city in India to operationalize a pilot project of Bus Rapid
Transit System (BRTS) on a 16.2 km stretch between Katraj to Hadapsar via Swargate. The journey
over the last decade has seen the Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporations and the Pune
Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Ltd (PMPML) launch 4 new corridors in 2015-16 with the objective
of substantially improving the public transport system in the Pune region, even though the pilot BRT
project was received with mixed reactions initially and later branded as a failure.
The Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) has received funding under the Jawaharlal Nehru National
Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM) scheme of the Ministry of Urban Development, Govt of India in
2008 for development of several BRT corridors in Pune. In early 2015, the PMC took the initiative of
commissioning a Promotions and Outreach Programme to complement the infrastructure and
operations works.
IBI Group (IBI) along with Centre for Environment Education (CEE), referred to as the project team,
was entrusted to develop the strategy for the Promotions and Outreach Programme and support its
implementation.
The promotions and outreach work in Pune has complemented and extended such work already
undertaken by IBI and CEE team in Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation under which the brand
name for the BRT system ‘Rainbow’ was established. The POP project in Pune has focused on
developing and implementing locale-specific public outreach, adaptation of common materials, as
well as development of additional materials and strategies that are common across the BRT system in
both cities.
At the beginning of the POP project, an External Environment Analysis report was prepared on the
basis of discussions and interviews of key stakeholders in Pune, a survey of users and non-users along
the proposed corridors in Pune, analyses of media reportage and literature review. This analysis was
the basis of the Communication Strategy and Campaign Plan prepared for the Pune BRTS project.
While the main aim of the strategy has been to promote the new BRT system, the need to neutralise
the ‘negative perceptions’ from the pilot project taken up in 2006 and to provide a smooth transition
from the existing regular bus services to the BRT system, were critical considerations.
The public outreach and campaigns have been carried out in alignment with the actual
commencement of operations of the BRT system in Pune. The Promotions and Outreach Programme
was initially commissioned for a period of 6 months; from 1 March 2015 to 31st August 2015. The first
new BRT corridor in the Pune region, from Sangamwadi to Vishrantwadi was launched on 30 August
2015. Since the next corridor in Pune, from Yerwada to Wagholi was also expected to be launched
soon thereafter, the Promotions and Outreach team was asked to extend support of programme
implementation till this next launch, which took place on 28 April 2016. The POP for the BRT in Pune
has thus run from March 2015 to August 2016. Although the scope was limited to providing support
until the launch of the BRT system, the project team continued the support to evaluate the post launch
impacts and seek feedback for system improvements.
The Final Report presents the overview of the POP activities carried out by the project team in detail.
Learnings and reflection by the Project Team presented towards the end may help in future
communication efforts that may be taken up by PMC and PMPML.

Introduction
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August 2015

Closure of POP
Project

Launch of Second
Pune BRT Corridor

February 2015 August 2016

Launch of first Pune
BRT Corridor

February 2015,
for 6 months

Changes in Project
Duration

Initiation of POP

Project Background
April 2016

August 2016

Pune city is spread over 243.84 sq area which
will increase to over 500 sq km after the
addition of 34 fringe villages to the PMC
jurisdiction area.

inverse this shift from public transport to
private modes by improving the quality of the
service and its reliability, and by disincentivizing
use of private modes.

Historically known as the ‘cycle city of India’,
Pune has transformed into a city of two
wheelers. Vehicular population in Pune has
increased from 1.07 million in 2001 to 2.68
million in 2015, a decadal growth rate of 146%
which is unprecedented and has negative
impacts on the city. In contrast, Pune is found
to have the lowest number of buses per
thousand people when compared nationally as
well as with international standards.

The public transport system operated by Pune
Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Ltd.
(PMPML) is dependent on the financial support
provided by the municipal corporations of Pune
and Pimpri Chinchwad and continues to service
the twin city and peripheral areas. The image of
the bus system has been continually marred by
projection of its financials as ‘annual losses’
(instead of seeing public transport as a services
financed through grants from the local bodies)
and the lack of quality support infrastructure
continue to mar the image of bus system. The
trend of declining ridership on public transport
is inimical to sustainable living in the Pune
region.

This increase in personalized vehicles coupled
with the slow growth in the PMPML fleet has
reduced the share of public transportation trips
over the years in Pune and hence negatively
affected the image of the Bus.
High fares of public transport can seldom
compete with increasing number of fuel
efficient private modes which are more reliable
and convenient to use in a large metropolis
such as Pune. This is evident from the modal
share of the city. However, there is potential to

In 2005, Pune became the pioneer Indian city to
have received financial assistance towards
building a Bus Rapid Transit System, at a time
when there was limited knowledge in the
country. In December 2006, Pune became the
first city in India to operationalize a Bus way on
a 16.2 km stretch between Katraj to Hadapsar

Mode Share in Pune, 2008

Desired Mode Share in Pune, 2031
(Comprehensive Mobility Plan)
10%

22%
Walk
Walk and Cycle

48%

Cycle

50%

11%
Public Transport
12%
7%

Public Transport

Autos
Personal
motorized vehicles

Project Background

40%

Motor Vehicles
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via Swargate, which subsequently became
dysfunctional due to numerous construction
activities along the corridor.
PMC availed further funding under the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission (JnNURM) to develop several new BRTS
corridors.
In January 2015, the PMC commissioned IBI
Group (IBI) along with Centre for Environment
Education (CEE), referred to as the project
team, to develop a Promotions and Outreach
Programme for the first two BRT corridors to be
launched in this phase.
The project scope was to develop the strategy
for promotions and outreach and support its

IBI | CEE
implementation till the launch of the two
corridors in Pune.
The promotions and outreach work in Pune has
complemented and extended the Promotion
and Outreach work already undertaken by IBI
and CEE team for Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal
Corporation.
While the main aim of the strategy in Pune has
been to promote the new BRTS, the need to
neutralise the ‘negative perceptions’ from the
pilot 2006 and to provide a smooth transition
from the existing regular bus services to the BRT
system were critical considerations. More
details about the communications approach
adopted are presented in the next chapter.

Overview of project process
Stakeholder Consultation & Draft Communication Strategy

Review of learnings from the Pilot BRTS Project

Institutional Team Building and Visioning Process*

Development of Communication Materials

Campaign Plan for implementation

Promotions around System Launch

Post Launch Communications Support*

Corridor Signage Development*

*Indicates activities done, over and above the project scope
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As part of the deliverables of the project the
following submissions were completed during
the course of the project:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

External Environment Analysis
Communication Strategy
Monthly Media and Monitoring Analysis
Campaign Plan
Draft and Final Communication Materials
Events Reportage
Final Report

Additional submissions include:




Learnings from Pune’s Pilot BRTS Project, a
documentation of successful elements and
issues faced in the design and
implementation of the pilot BRTS project
and how the learnings were expected to be
considered in the new BRTS project
Documentation of an Institutional Team
Building and Visioning process, which was
taken up as a way of bringing together the
institutional stakeholders of the BRTS, that
is, PMC, PCMC, PMPML and Traffic Police.

Pilot BRT Corridor

Project Background
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Media analysis
Survey

Audience

Changed
Context

Stakeholder inputs

Communication
Approach &
Campaign Plan

External
Environment
Analysis

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach
Messages
Media

‘Experience the Rainbow BRT’
Yerwada Wagholi Launch
Post launch support

Roll-out

Understanding Communication Needs

Perceptions about the pilot project, the long

At the beginning of the project in FebruaryMarch 2015, the first step was an exploration of
the project context. Inception meetings with
PMC Municipal Commissioner, CMD of PMPML
and DCP Traffic, as well as with PMC staff
associated with the BRT project provided the
institutional thinking and views. The Inception
Report presented the early objectives set up by
the client as well as the institutional outlook
about the BRT project. Right at the start, the PMC
leadership advised an ‘in-reach’ process to give
an impetus to the overall project.
Several more insights into the project context
were obtained through analyses of media
reportage and a survey of users and non-users
along the proposed corridors. Valuable advice
was also received from NGOs and activists who
have long been engaged in sustainable
transportation issues and following the progress
of the project. These inputs, along with other
literature review, were presented in the External
Environment Analysis Report.
At the time of initiation of the POP, public
perceptions as well as institutional outlook
towards the BRT project in Pune were quite
different from those in Pimpri Chinchwad.

Understanding the Project Context
Information sources about the context and
communications priorities included:








Discussions with the PMC officials including
the staff in charge of the pilot BRT project,
the current BRT project, the Municipal
Commissioner, PMPML CMD, DCP Traffic,
activists, civic groups and NGOs
Analysis of media reportage and
interactions with reporters
Interviews with commuters in the pilot BRT
Review of literature about BRT systems
and communications related to BRT and
other transit systems
Survey of public perceptions about the
proposed BRT, existing bus system & NMT

time-lapse between creation of visible
infrastructure of corridor segregation and station
structures and any declaration of launch, and the
nature of the relationship between citizens and
the local body necessitated a distinct and
situation-specific approach. Key considerations
highlighted in the EEA, and which shaped the
communication strategy are summarized below.

Extract from External Environment Analysis Report, July 2015
Key considerations shaping the content and delivery of the communications are:
1.

Need for engagement of all major institutional stakeholders, including political leaders

2.

Need for creating institutional mechanisms for communication between institutional stakeholders

3.

Need for creating institutional mechanisms for interfaces with the general public

4.

Promotion and outreach targeted at various categories of potential users and others directly and
indirectly affected by the project

5.

Need to address legacy negative perceptions emanating from Pilot BRT in Pune

6.

Need to address negative perceptions built up over the last couple of years due to project delays

7.

Lack of confidence in PMPML’s ability to run the BRTS

8.

Short lead time between Communications Strategy inception and initiation of operations

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach
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Developing the Communication Approach & Campaign Plan
The framework for the promotions and outreach
work was developed in July 2015 using the
External Environment Analysis (EEA), along with
the broad project objectives drawn from the
Terms of Reference.
Various stakeholders and their communication
needs were identified. A detailed set of
messaging and media and their respective
communication design implications were
suggested for each stakeholder. These are
extracted from the ‘PMC BRTS Promotions and
Outreach Draft Communication Strategy’ and
reproduced for reference in the following pages.
These proposals for communication and
promotions were discussed from time to time
with the PMC at the coordination meetings
chaired by the Municipal Commissioner and with
the concerned officials. While the preparation of
the communication approach and campaign was
done considering the needs of the situation, the
absence of an appropriate institutional structure
at PMPML and PMC and budget allocation to
implement the plan meant that several elements
initially proposed had to be scaled down.

Other elements, such as outreach to people with
disabilities, could not be taken up as the
infrastructure has not been made universally
accessible. As the staff at PMC and PMPML were
focused on getting the basic infrastructure in
place, audits for universal accessibility
by
people with disability would have been premature. This is a consideration for the future.
Similarly, some of the groups that may have been
impacted, such as street-vendors, and providers
of informal para transit services did not actually
face the extent of impact as originally envisaged,
since edge development work along the BRT
corridors has not been done.
Thus, the proposed communications plan was
scaled down from the originally identified
communication needs, to elements that were
practically possible considering institutional
context, and relevant considering the actual
physical infrastructure being put in place. The
details of the activities actually implemented are
provided in the next chapter.

Extract from the Terms of Reference
Project Objectives
1.

Build a positive identity for BRTS – Pune Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal limited finalized the logo
of BRTS with a uniform brand identity for PMR region for the BRTS and consultant make it popular and
identifiable for key segments of the population in PMR including women, children, business persons and
other end-users

2.

Position BRTS – For PMR public the BRTS is a clean, modern, fast, safe and reliable transportation
solution. Build greater understanding and appreciation of its role in decongesting road space and
contributing towards cleaner environment.

3.

Creating Awareness – Consultant shall make awareness among the citizens about the BRTS as sustainable
transport in general.

4.

Educate – Consultant shall educate the new BRTS system riders by showing films, papers etc about use
of BRTS.

5.

Consultant shall Inform and prepare the public for the difficulties that are likely to face during
construction and transition to the new system, seek their cooperation and receive their feedback.

6.

Identify key stakeholders and build strong partnerships – Consultant shall identify Key stakeholders and
build strong partnership with media and civil society for smooth implementation and operation of the
project.

7.

Induce a shift of Public from Private to Public Transport – Consultant shall work towards shifting of
Private vehicle users towards sustainable modes of transport.

8.

Monitor measure and evaluation – Consultant shall monitor outreach program and measure the
effectiveness of the outreach program by evaluation.
18
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Audience
A number of different segments of society were identified for engagement through the proposed
communication and outreach efforts.
Audience Segments
Audience group

Importance and Communication Needs

Bus commuters






This group will be the one immediately using the BRT
Clear education of the system usage is required
Communication to help in a smooth transition from the old bus system to the
new BRT is required
Especially important are information on changes in routes, ticketing systems,
transfers, use of PIS/ITMS

People in residential
areas, workplaces,
commercial
areas
along corridors





This is currently a mixed group in relation to travel patterns
Primary catchment area for use of the BRTS
There are concerns related to creation of central lane and barricades that
requires U turns for access to properties along the corridors, crossings (especially
pedestrian crossings)

Key
Institutional
Stakeholders (PMC,
PMPML,
Traffic
Police, PCMC)




Partners have a vital role in ensuring all aspects of the project run smoothly
A regular coordination forum between institutional stakeholders is essential to
be set up
Institutional stakeholders, and especially the PMPML, must have a long-term
institutionalized communication strategy

Politicians






This group is critical for the BRT project to be successful
Information on all aspects of the project needs to be provided: benefits, costs,
details of infrastructure and operations, methods of engagement of different
constituencies etc

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach
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Media and Opinion
Leaders
(social/
cultural personalities
whose opinions are
trusted
and
respected by the
public)



Environmental
Groups




Environmental groups are strong proponents of BRT
They may be made partners for outreach and may be involved in public
engagement efforts as they have a good understanding of BRT/ sustainable
transportation.

Six-seater and auto
drivers and Owners



Six-seater/ auto drivers/ owners may perceive BRT as a competing mode
affecting their livelihood
A special effort/ scheme may be created to institutionalize their current informal
services into a formally integrated feeder services for the BRT. Providing
connectivity through these modes and integrating these modes in the system
will be beneficial to BRT.






Private Vehicle Users








Industries




Positive and constructive reporting and statements about the BRT project from
this group is important
Mechanisms should be set up for positive engagement and responsiveness to
information needs of this group
Social and cultural leaders may be requested for their views and endorsements
about improvements in transportation services and BRT as a sustainable
transportation alternative.

Current experience in Pune and across the country shows that private motor
vehicle users look at BRT as taking away their road space.
The benefits of the BRT need to be clearly articulated including as a potential
mode of transport, a system that reduces congestion, and enhances safety for
all modes
May be engaged in evolution of ‘park and ride’ facilities in the future as a
potential user group
The ethic expected of motor vehicle users to yield to pedestrians, cyclists and
BRT buses needs to be communicated
Nagar Road has a number of IT firms, hotels, commercial complexes which
generate traffic
Encourage shift from private vehicle use to BRT use
Explore Corporate Social Responsibility activities to monitor and care of BRT
facilities

Special user groups





These include children, elderly persons, and people with disabilities
These groups may be reached through schools and associations
Assess appropriateness of infrastructure for these groups; channel feedback to
PMC and PMPML

Youth






Youth are current bus users and potential users of BRT
The communication to this group should encourage direct use
May be engaged as volunteers to assist passengers, gathering feedback
May be accessed through schools and colleges along the corridors
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The following table presents the initial thinking for the communication plan and campaign, identifying the key messages and media tools, as well as the
phasing of the delivery of the messages.
Purpose
Core Values of BRT
Identity – Evolving
the ‘Brand Promise’

‘Selling’ the BRT/
Features of BRTS

Using New PMC BRT
Features

Content
 The ‘Rainbow’ brand identity has been
created, and the logo, system name, bus
graphics for the bus exterior have already
been approved by PMPML Board of Directors
 However, the core values and the brand
promise, what ‘Rainbow’ stands for, is to be
developed by the institutional stakeholders
 The identity is applied to all media /products.
 Why BRT is the right public transit choice for
specific corridors in Pune
 Great features of the BRT














BRT is a bus based system with new features
for users’ convenience
Route information
Reaching the BRT
Reaching the bus stations
Boarding
Buying your ticket
Waiting and display
Boarding
Announcement
Disembarking in corridor sections
Crossing out of the BRT
Disembarking in non-corridor sections

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach

Media
Visioning exercise and Focus Group Discussions for
developing the brand promise of Rainbow

When
April, May 2015





 Mass media deployment to be done at
least 2 weeks in advance of launch
and should continue for several
months
 Outreach events to be done close to
the launch event and continue for
several weeks
















Newspaper articles
Celebrity endorsements
Outreach presentations /events in schools,
colleges, neighbourhoods, clubs etc
Hoardings
Short Films
Cinema Slides
Brochure
Merchandise–T shirts, mugs, bus toy
Social media
Standees/ banners/ signage at /near bus
stops, in buses
Help desks at bus stops
Free pilot runs
Poster with key features of BRT for
distribution to shops, offices, bus stops, along
corridors, and other popular / major
destinations
Flyers
Newspaper articles
Presentation






Signage at buses / bus stations and
Help Desks in place at least 3 days
prior to launch
Newspaper articles, cinema slides/
films a week in advance of the launch
Outreach events would be initiated a
few weeks before the launch and
continue for some days beyond
launch
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Smooth Transition
for Users

Regular and
Transparent
Information and
Updates

Addressing Legacy
Negative Publicity












Institutional Systems
for feedback and
improvement





Which routes are changing and when
Information on new routes, ticketing, using
ITMS and PIS

Basic information about the project
BRT is being developed in phases, what can
be expected when
Regular project progress updates

Highlight positive aspects of the pilot
infrastructure, especially from the point of
view of the users, which has not been very
visible so far
Demonstrate learning from pilot BRTs in Pune
and elsewhere, which may be used to build
confidence that the new systems address
issues faced in the pilot stretch
User-friendly channels for citizens to make
complaints, suggestions and have redress of
grievances
Proactive and regular outreach to
Institutional stakeholders, including Traffic











Information may be made available on slides,
newspaper articles, website, for use if and when
the need arises
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Short Films (may be played at cinema houses,
at events, and available for download on
website and YouTube)
Cinema Slides
Outreach events (schools, people with
disabilities, women’s groups, youth)
Social media
Signage at, near bus stops (old PMPML bus
stops and BRT bus stations) and in buses on
routes that are changing
Newspaper articles
Website
Help Desks
Press Conference, News releases
Website
Social media

Contact information/ processes clearly
indicated on signage at bus stops, in buses
and on website
Daily feedback collection at bus stops through
passenger feedback forms/ suggestion box
Pravasi Din

Final Report of PMC BRTS Promotions & Outreach Program in Pune, November 2016



At least 2 weeks before launch /
change of routes

The website should be launched as soon
as possible, or at least a month in advance
of launch of operations
Project information changes from time to
time and a regular information flow is
needed between PMC, PMPML, PCMC and
Traffic Police to ensure that the website
and social media are regularly updated
To be prepared early in the campaign, and
deployed as per need






Passenger feedback collection every
day in the week/ two weeks after
launch
Monthly Pravasi Din
Special feedback drives through polls
on website and social media

Pune Municipal Corporation





Care and Pride

Providing a Great
Service – Synergies
among the parts of
the Whole

Institutional Systems
for Handling
Emergent Issues

Police, Municipal authorities, and others, at
different levels as appropriate and necessary
Clear methods of addressing users’ concerns
and feedback on infrastructure and
operations especially in the initial stages to
address teething problems
Long terms systems/ mechanisms to be set
up at PMC, PCMC and PMPML

Systems that support care and pride and expect it
from users
 Public service messages requesting care and
pride
 Immediate cleaning up of litter, spitting,
graffiti and vandalism
 Provision of physical infrastructure (dustbins)
and management of staff and services to
support this
 The different institutional entities (PMC,
PCMC, PMPML, Traffic Police) all have a role
in the provision of BRTS infrastructure and
services to the public
 Communications and coordination between
these institutional entities is essential to
ensure delivery of a high quality service to
the public
 An ongoing mechanism should be created for
such communication and coordination
 List ‘known and potential issues’ and how to
resolve them (reducing emergence)
 A clear process of addressing issues and
escalation should be communicated
internally, among all concerned agencies and
should also be available to the public on
request

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach
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Special days announced for BRT feedback
Meetings with institutional stakeholders

Media (for public)
 Signage at and near bus stops and in buses
 In other communication materials
 Help Desks




Signage and collateral to be ready in
advance of launch
Training for staff and appropriate
systems should be in place advance of
launch

Media (for staff)
Orientation / Team building events

Synergy / Team Building Workshop
Ongoing Joint Coordination Forum






Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) manual
available in Marathi and English (and other
languages as per need)
Staff Orientation on SOPs
Emergency contact information and process
to be prominently displayed with signage at
bus stops, in buses and on website.

Such a forum should be set up in March
and should have monthly meetings, or
more often as per need

Before formal commencement of
operations
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Changed Context – ‘Experience the Rainbow BRT’
A decision was taken in early August 2015 by the
PMPML Board of Directors to provide only basic
information for the initial launches and to take up
a full-fledged promotional campaign only after
some measure of success was demonstrated in
the first two corridors.
A very limited budget was allocated for
implementation of the campaign, and critical
passenger support communications, such as
route information flyers and help desks, did not
materialise. The date of Launch of the system was
announced with a very short lead time of 7 days
made available to prepare and run an
appropriate and effective launch campaign.
On the other hand, the PMPML Board took a
positive decision to offer free rides for the first 3
weeks after launch of Sangamwadi Vishrantwadi
corridor.
Thus, a new campaign with the underlying theme
of ‘Experience the Rainbow BRT’ was devised the public was invited to try out the Rainbow BRT
and give feedback to the PMPML and municipal
authorities. The first month of free rides was very
popular and provided the much needed overall
change in public perception, as could be gauged
from customer response.
Several technical and operational issues cropped
up in the initial period which were regularly
monitored by PMPML staff. In addition, customer
feedback taken at the stations in the immediate
two weeks after launch also helped in the
identifying various aspects that were leading to
difficulties for passengers. These were collected
and codified regularly by the project team and
provided to the CEO BRT Cell.
More details about this first Launch Campaign are
presented in the next chapter.
The Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi corridor launch
was followed by the launch of the corridors in
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Pimpri Chinchwad in September and November
2015. The learnings from the first launch were
helpful in preparing for the subsequent launches.

Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor Launch Context
The uncertainty around availability of land for
setting up a terminal at Wagholi (and consequent
uncertainty about bus routes structure) meant
that no fixed schedule could be given to the
public about the launch of operations on the
corridor. In this situation, while a few outreach
events were done, it was decided that it would be
more effective to conduct direct community
outreach at the time of launch. In the meantime,
theatre screenings of Rainbow BRT videos and
interactions over the Rainbow website and
Facebook page were pursued.
Community meetings along Yerwada-Wagholi
corridor were resumed when the launch
schedule was known, and continued for some
weeks after the launch, as per the schedule
prepared with the PMC Urban Community
Development Dept.
In the last stages of the project, the project team
has continued to support PMPML and PMC with
aspects such as preparation of additional safety
signage for placement along the corridor,
transfer of content related to Rainbow BRT into
the new PMPML website and channeling
feedback and grievances received through email
of Facebook.
The actual timeline of the project
implementation is presented below. As
mentioned earlier, the project duration as
originally stated in PMC’s Request for Proposal
was for a period of 6 months. The actual duration
has been 17 months due to the delay in the
launch of the two BRT corridors.
The next chapters report the details of the
campaign roll-out and an assessment of the
whole programme.
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Actual Time line of Implementation of Communication Campaign

Uniforms,
Badges, Logo
Re-design

BRT System

Stakeholders

Apr-Jun 2015

Jul-Sep 2015
Bus Livery
Station and
Terminal
Signage
Corridor Visits,
Customer
coordination
Survey
meetings
Responses

BRTS Cell (PMC,
PCMC, PMPML,
Traffic Police)

Inception
Meetings

Institutional
Team Building

Elected
Representatives

Consultations

Consultation

Corridor
meeting

Media PR

Reportage
analysis

Press
conference

Corridor visit

Public

Pre-survey

Pre-survey

Passengers

Facebook and
Website
Radio
Campaign
Flyer, Help Desk
Hoarding,
Jingles

Community

Pratik Nagar,
Dutta Mandir,
Rotary Club

Senior Citizens
and SHG
Corridor Visits

School/College

School and
college sessions

School and
college sessions
Corridor Visit

Hawkers/auto/
six seaters
NGOs

Oct-Dec 2015

Customer
Feedback
Reports

Jan-Mar 2016

Apr-Jun 2016

Station
Signage

Corridor
Safety
Signage

YW Campaign
Plan
presentations

Coordination
meetings

Press Note

Press Note

Online
interactions

Online
interactions

Theatre
screenings

Feedback

Dhanori
meeting

Jul-Aug 2016
Corridor Safety
Signage

Nagar Road
Prabhag
Samiti

Street Design
Presentation

Event at
Kalyani Nagar

Yerwada Wagholi Launch Event

Jan-Mar 2015

Sangamwadi Vishrantwadi Launch Event

Month

Press Note
SMS, Emails,
Theatre
screenings

Post-survey

Flyer, Jingles,
Banners

Post-survey

Events at Aaple Ghar, Wadgaon
Sheri, Kharadi, Yerwada,
Ambedkar Vasahat, Sainath
Nagar, Somnath Nagar

Street Design
Nagar Road
Consultations

Developing the Framework for Promotions and Outreach

Meetings,
Corridor
Assessment
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Staff Uniforms, ID
Cards, Badges

College Outreach
Sessions
Community
Outreach Activities

Free Rides
Additional Media
for Future Use
Support to
Commuters
Yerwada Wagholi
Launch

Commuter Feedback
Management

Bus Livery

School Outreach
Sessions

Launch Campaign

Signature Song

NGOs

Corridor Visits

Terminals

Team Building

Outreach Activities

Tag Line

Bus
Stations

Key Stakeholder
Relationships

System Name and
Logo

Signage

Brand Development
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Brand Development
Even though BRT is a familiar term in the Pune region, the pilot project sans features of a high-quality
system was not recognized through a name. Hence identification of the new BRT system as the primary
step in reaching out to the masses required creation of a Brand/Identity.
The initial work of Brand Identity development, that is the logo tagline and signature tune, had been
done under the Promotions and Outreach work underway with the PCMC. Further development of
the brand extensions was possible under the PMC BRT POP. The details of the system name and logo,
tagline and signature tune, though developed under the PCMC BRT POP, are presented below, for the
sake of completeness of the brand development information.

System Name, Logo and Tagline
‘Rainbow’ as the name selected for the BRT system seeks to
signify a joyful feeling, a product very different from the regular
bus service Punekars have grown up with, but still one which is
familiar. The symbol is a rainbow coloured bird taking off. The
Marathi and English ‘R’ are well integrated in one form. The
PMPML Board of Directors took a decision in August 2015 to
incorporate ‘इं द्रधनुष्य’ in the identity to conform to the need for
a local language name.
The tag line Pravas Nava, Paryay Nava means ‘a new journey, a
new alternative’, evoking a sense of modernity, progress, and
environment-friendliness.
A brand identity manual has been developed to ensure
consistent use of the corporate identity of Rainbow BRTS.
Guidelines define the replication of the visual identity without
loss of its integrity across different media. The manual also
presents examples of brand extension to buses, letter heads,
visiting cards, email signatures of Rainbow BRT cell staff, ID
cards etc.

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Signature Song
An audio identity has been developed with a signature tune
which is inspired by thoughts of ‘a journey across the cityscape,
together with others, who may be friends or strangers and
evoking a contemporary elegant product and service, which
Rainbow BRTS should be’.
Rainbow BRT Playlist on Sound Cloud
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow‐brt/rainbow‐brt‐song
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow‐brt/rainbow‐brt‐signature‐tune

आली रे आली ....
ट्र ाफिक की हो गई छु ट्टी
आली रे आली, पुढे फनघाली
शहराची लाईि लाईन,
अनुभव सु पर िाईन
रे नबो बी आर ट्ी
आरामदायी रे नबो बी आर ट्ी
डौलात जाई रे नबो बी आर ट्ी
प्रवास नवा, पयायय नवा
रे नबो बी आर ट्ी

Bus Livery
The BRT buses form a major element of Rainbow BRT branding
as the most visible entity moving across the city. The approved
design, chosen by the PMPML Board of Directors from 32
concepts developed has not been implemented as advertising
rights on bus bodies were given in advance.
Additionally, the costs of application of
identity on the buses were not accounted for
and permission was required from the State
Government for using a color other than red
for city based public transport buses.
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Design of bus livery as per corridor colours was also thought of,
however later it was realized that it would not be practically
feasible as there isn’t at present designated fleet for each
corridor and also considering the hybrid operations where in
buses may run on multiple corridors and also in mixed traffic.
A modified, simple to apply identity was prepared in the interim
period keeping in view the very limited space available outside
of space reserved for ads on the bus body. This design has been
implemented and is currently being used on Rainbow BRT buses.
In the future, it is strongly recommended that the policy for
advertising on the bus body be reviewed and the bus livery
designed for the Rainbow brand be implemented. This will help
in system-wide application of the Rainbow identity, providing a
distinctive, easy to recognize style, which carries the promise
of the Rainbow quality.
The bus body may be used for advertising PMPML products.
Space may also be allocated for the logo / identity of the bus
contractors as an incentive to providing better services.
Rainbow BRTS Helpline

020 24440417
Website www.pmpml.org
Facebook.com/RainbowBRTS

Bus contractor’s logo may be permitted
to encourage service and maintenance

xxx
Proud Partner
Rainbow BRT

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Staff Uniforms, ID Cards, Badges
The Rainbow BRT branding was extended to
uniforms, ID cards and badges for personnel with
different functions. The objective is to create a
sense of belonging, responsibility and
accountability towards the Rainbow brand.
A range of options were developed for uniforms
of BRT Cell staff, IT staff, Drivers, Conductors,
Traffic Wardens and Security Guards were
developed for PMPML. Discussions were done
with different staff, especially lady conductors, to
understand their requirements.
Later it was suggested to not include design
options for traffic wardens and security as they
are being independently contracted from
agencies which have their own uniform type.
Three uniform design options were created for
BRT Cell staff, BRT IT staff, Conductors and drivers
and jackets for Wardens. Where applicable,
design options were given for both male and
female staff. Except for IT staff all the uniform
design options were created based on discussion
with PMPML staff and considering their
convenience and comfort levels. Designs were
also developed for ID cards and Badges for all the
key personnel.
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Driver

Vest for traffic warden

Female conductor

Male conductor

Female BRT Cell Staff

Male BRT Cell Staff
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Brand Extension – Merchandise
Establishing the brand through merchandizing is a
universally followed strategy where in users and
potential users are targeted. This requires an
extension of branding to elements which may be
used in the public domain. These include coffee
mugs, T shirts, caps, pens, folders, badges etc.
Based on the requirements, sample designs were
prepared for a few elements. The badges and caps
were distributed during the team building
activities carried out by POP team.

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Signage for Bus Stations and Terminals
A signage system was developed for stations and
terminals under the PCMC BRT POP. A similar set of
signage for each of the individual stations in Pune
was developed. The logic of the signage has been
maintained, while the colour scheme, font sizes, and
placement has been adapted to the colour scheme
and station structure dimensions in Pune. Care was
taken to provide design and content integrity in the
two signage systems. The Terminal signage
developed for PCMC was not applicable in Pune as
the Vishrantwadi Terminal infrastructure is markedly
different.
The process of development of signage included a
detailed study of the BRT corridors for assessing the
signage needs which were presented to the relevant
stakeholders
and
designs
conceptualized.
Prototypes were developed and assessed for
visibility, readability, aesthetics, brand recall,
installation arrangements etc. in consultation with
PMC, PMPML officials and ITDP through field visits
with prototype signage.
A detailed package for signage at bus stations and
Vishrantwadi terminal was developed and
implemented at the two corridors. A signage manual
has been developed giving details on the signage
designs and material specifications. This reference
manual will help develop/repair/replace the signage
as per requirements.
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Traffic and Informatory Signage for BRT Corridors
In response to safety and traffic management
concerns highlighted with regard to the Bus
Rapid Transit corridors in Pune, an additional
package of signage was prepared in July-August
2016. Though preparation of such signage was
beyond the scope of work, it has been taken up
since many of the safety concerns being
identified at Nagar Road BRT corridor by civil
society groups had also been identified during
the review of learnings from the pilot BRT, and
already a draft signage package had been
prepared for PMC’s review. It had been felt that
some of these issues may be partially addressed
through informatory signage for motorists and
passengers/pedestrians alike, though physical
design changes would be the primary way to
address safety concerns.
Suggestions/ signage requirements were
received from Pedestrians First (NGO) and
PMPML. A draft signage package was prepared,
which was finalized through discussion with
PMC Road Dept, PMPML BRT Cell, Pedestrians
First and the project team. The documents
referred to for preparation of the signs are:




IRC 067: Code of Practice for Road Signs
(Third Revision)2 by Indian Road Congress

Examples of signage for certain needs specific
to Bus Rapid Transit were not found within
these codes of practice. Designs have been
suggested in the document Draft Traffic
Regulatory and Informatory Signage for Nagar
Road BRT Corridor, 10 August 2016, provided as
part of the Final Submissions. It is suggested
that the 5 signs (numbers 5, 12, 13, 14 and 15 in
the document) be submitted to Indian Road
Congress and Ministry of Urban Development
for approval/ inputs, especially about:
1. Content, colour codes and layout
2. Dimensions of each sign and different
elements therein, considering placement of
the sign, speed of vehicles, viewing distance
3. Placement of each sign
4. Ground clearance in different situations
(footpath edge/ shoulder/ median/ above
BRT lane/ overhead etc)
In the meanwhile, these may be put up at Nagar
Road to check the size feasibility and usability
by the target groups.

Design of Urban Roads – Code of Practice
(Part 4) Signage 1 of Ministry of Urban
Development, Govt of India

1

Accessed from
http://moud.gov.in/sites/upload_files/moud/files/P
art_IV_Signages.pdf
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2

Accessed from
https://law.resource.org/pub/in/bis/irc/irc.gov.in.0
67.2012.pdf
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Online Assets
Website
A website was created for Rainbow BRT in July
2015 as a temporary site for outreach activities
till the PMPML’s site was renewed. Though
assisting the PMPML in developing a website was
part of the terms of reference, PMPML had
already an agreement with Janwani for
development of a website. The initial approach
adopted by the project team was to review the
terms of reference for the web developer to be
appointed by Janwani. This was done and a
review note sent to PMPML and Janwani,
indicating the requirements as well as providing
some case examples of good practices. A review
of the existing PMPML site was also done,
indicating the content to be retained or deleted
and the type of content to be added.
However, since the new website was not likely to
be ready at the time of launch of the Rainbow
BRT, it was recommended by the project team,
and approved by CEO PMPML to set up a
separate website for Rainbow
BRT as a temporary measure.
This site was used throughout
the outreach campaign from
July 2015 onward. The site
provides information about
each launch, routes, maps,
features, guidance on how to
use BRT, photos, material for
media, events reports, and
additional information for
those interested in BRT
systems
including
the
learnings from the pilot BRT
project. Comments were
enabled on the site, and
queries,
grievances,
comments, suggestions were
received and responded to.
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Subsequently, PMPML’s site pmpml.org has been
revamped and launched in June 2016. A detailed
note for how content related to Rainbow BRT
may be integrated into the new site was provided
to PMPML since September 2015, through
interactions with the consultants NEC who were
allocated the responsibility to redevelop the site.
The content migration is still underway. The
status at the time of closure of the PMC BRT POP
is as follows:
1. PMPML would have to ensure that all
required content on Rainbow BRT is
integrated into PMPML’s website pmpml.org
2. The note prepared for integration of content
into pmpml.org is provided in the Appendix
3. Rainbowbrtpune.wordpress.com may be
retained for archival value; a note has been
placed on the site that it is not actively
maintained with effect from 1 September
2016, and which directs visitors to pmpml.org
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Facebook Page
A Facebook page was created in August 2015 by
the project team. The earlier approach had
been to provide a detailed guidance note,
materials (such as photographs and suggestions
for posts) and mentoring of PMPML staff for
creation of posts for the existing PMPML
Facebook page. However, as it was not feasible
for dedicated time to be given to run the
Facebook page, which requires frequent
posting and quick response time, it was decided
through a discussion with CEO BRT Cell to
prepare and run a separate Rainbow BRT
Facebooks page.
A number of interesting posts were created
throughout the promotions and outreach
period, starting from July 2015. These included
teasers before the launch, photo albums
presenting the features of the Rainbow BRT,
launch and post launch posts, images and
videos for how to use Rainbow BRT,
achievements and announcements etc. Paid
promotions were also done from time to time
to rapidly increase the reach and interactions.
A rich interaction with customers and other
interested individuals was possible through the
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Facebook
medium.
Queries
and
misconceptions about Rainbow BRT were
addressed in detail, including providing
references to other sites. Grievances received
were regularly communicated to BRT Cell.
At the time of closure of the PMC BRT POP, the
need for continued management of the
Facebook page has been communicated to
Municipal Commissioner PMC, with the
recommendation that responsibility be
allocated within PMC or PMPML for:
 Checking for posts that are complaints, and
to link these to PMC Care and PMPML
Complaints Management System
 Responding to queries
 Making new posts as per need on progress,
developments, new products and services,
celebratory wishes etc.
At the instructions of the Municipal
Commissioner, a meeting was done with the
Social Media Cell of PMC to explain the status.
Further action is expected to be taken by the
Social Media Cell to assume responsibility for
the Rainbow BRTS Facebook page and to link
the grievance redress systems of PMC and
PMPML to the Facebook page.
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YouTube Channel
A number of videos were created as part of the
POP. These include







Statements from institutional and political
leaders and civic activists about the
relevance and importance of Rainbow BRT
Promotional videos, including a logo teaser
and a short promo ad film
Guidance videos on how to use Rainbow
BRT for commuters and other road users
Informatory video in a story format
Process documentation videos, including
school events, corridor visits, institutional
team building process etc.
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These videos have been placed on the Rainbow
BRT YouTube channel. The YouTube channel is
typically used for promotion in conjunction with
other assets such as the Facebook page or
website. Several videos have in fact been
embedded into the website and used as posts.
Like with other online assets, the YouTube
videos also have visitor interaction. As with
other online assets, it is recommended that
PMC or PMPML allocate responsibility for
future management of the Rainbow BRT
YouTube channel.
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Building Support - Key Stakeholder Relationships
The success of the BRT project depends on strong collaboration between key institutional
stakeholders. Media personnel, Elected Representatives, Institutional Partners (PMPML, PMC and
Traffic Police) and NGOs were identified as key partners and stakeholders with a strong influence on
the success of the project.

Media Relationship Management
Media
relationship
management
and
institutional coordination was implemented as a
two-pronged strategy with the goal of creating
more ownership for the project.
Appointment of PMC BRT Spokesperson
The need for authentic and credible
communication from the PMC as a local
government body was presented as an essential
element of building up the media relationship. A
Spokesperson was designated by the Municipal
Commissioner to enable regular and accurate
project updates and technical information to be
given to the media and also issue clarifications
where necessary. The PMC Public Relations
Officer was also involved closely in the execution
of the communication campaign, especially in the
organization of press briefings, dissemination of
press notes, management of hoardings and radio
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campaign etc. around the launch event. Similarly,
the CEO, BRT Cell was identified as the primary
spokesperson for the project on behalf of
PMPML, the Bus Operating agency. This enabled
addressing of both infrastructure as well as
operations related matters related to the project
and ensured better coordination between the
implementing authorities.
Press Briefings
Regular press notes were disseminated and press
briefings organized through PMC & PMPML BRT
Spokesperson and PRO to keep the media
personnel well informed. The reportage in
several Marathi and English newspapers were
regularly monitored for the stance taken and
topics being covered. This analysis helped inform
the briefings and interactions with the press.
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Downloadable material for media houses
Press releases, video statements, infographics, high resolution photos etc were provided for
download under the tab ‘Media Resources and Downloads’ on the RainbowBRT.in website.
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Learnings from the pilot Bus Rapid Transit
A focus group discussion with staff from PMPML
and Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) and
interviews with NGOs, were arranged in March
2015 by the Promotions and Outreach team
The aim of these meetings and the focus group
event was to gather views about and learnings
from the pilot BRT project which had been taken
up in Pune nearly a decade ago.
These discussions helped to highlight that
contrary to the popular perception that the pilot
BRT was a failure, the project was in fact a pathbreaking effort. The pilot project had led to major
institutional, physical, social and technical gains.
There were of course several learnings as well.
But to discount the entire effort as a failure would
have meant a waste of hard-earned insight and
experience.
Interviews with bus passengers on the pilot BRT
corridors and documentation from the pilot
project were also referred to. Substantial inputs
were obtained from civil society groups and the

members of the original design team who were
involved in various capacities.
The documentation of Learnings gained from the
pilot project was discussed with officials at the
Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal
Corporations and the PMPML in March and April
2015. This helped to arrive at a clearer
understanding of how the Learnings have been
and could be incorporated into the current
project.
These discussions also helped the Promotions
and Outreach team in developing a more
authentic and informed response to the
questions raised by the citizens of Pune about
why is there further investment in BRT. The
following material has been developed from
these meetings and events
.

The report 'Learnings from Pune's Pilot BRTS Project' is available at
https://rainbowbrtpune.wordpress.com/hadapsar-katraj-pilot/
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Institutional Stakeholders Team Building Workshops
The Situation Analysis done by the Promotions
and Outreach project team in the initial phase of
the project identified the institutional complexity
of the overall project of infrastructure creation
and transit system operations as an area that
needed to be addressed.
Suggestions made in the Communication
Strategy included the organization of a synergy
workshop, a brand institutionalization process,
coordination of the outreach and communication
elements among the institutional stakeholders
and preparation of shared communication
assets. This element of the communication
strategy was implemented over March, April and
May 2015.
An initial visioning workshop was done with both
Municipal Commissioners (PMC & PCMC), CMD
and CEO PMPML, and DCP Traffic in April 2015.
The Vision and aspiration expressed by the
Institutional Leaders was then taken forwarded
and developed through a series of Focus Group
Discussions with staff of PMC, PCMC, PMPML and
Traffic Police.

Video documentation about this process is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANd-2U6wdAU

Finally, a joint workshop ‘Rainbow BRTS:
Envisioning and Delivering Excellence’ was
organized on 16 May 2015 with the BRT Cells of
all the four organizations. The workshop was
facilitated by Mr. Kanti Gopal Kovvali from
Institution Builders and the IBI CEE team, ITDP
and others.

Video documentation of the institutional team building
events is available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANd-2U6wdAU
44
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Engagement with NGOs
NGOs and activist groups in Pune have been
closely connected with the sustainable
transportation initiatives being taken up in the
city. Early on in the project implementation,
NGOs and activists were approached to
understand their concerns, and obtain their
advice and support for the BRT promotions and
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outreach work. Detailed discussions and corridor
visits were done to update about project
progress and take their inputs. Specific concerns
like safety of pedestrians while crossing speed
breakers, alignment, security concerns on BRT
stations etc were taken note of and conveyed to
the PMC and PMPML BRT Cells.
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Educational & Promotional Outreach Activities
A major element of the project was to reach out
to the various segments of society who would
directly or indirectly benefit from Rainbow BRT.
Packaging of Information about BRT as a ‘smart’
and ‘commuter friendly’ public transport was
done using a range of materials and media.
These include presentations, activity module for
schools, informative texts, info graphics,
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illustrations, photo albums (for deployment on
Facebook), FAQs booklet, brochures, jingles,
videos, email and SMS campaigns, hoardings,
press ads, etc.
These were used for a variety of outreach
activities such as community meetings,
educational activities at schools and colleges, and
engagement through electronic media.
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School Outreach Sessions
Students are potential users of this system and
must also be educated about sustainable urban
transportation and its role in transforming cities
into better livable places. School students can
also be seen as messengers to reach out to the
adults in their family and society. With this in
view, a Sustainable Urban Transportation
education module was developed under the BRTS
Promotion and Outreach Programme for Pune
Municipal Corporation.
Rainbow BRT Promotion and Outreach
programme in schools focussed on engaging
students in activities to understand the need for
sustainable urban transportation.
Students learned about the causes and impacts
of the present modes of transportation, which
are fuel intensive, cause congestion and unsafe
conditions on roads and lead to pollution.
Students connected with Rainbow Kids Rohan
and Ruta, learnt about good behaviour on roads,
interpreted data through graphs, thought of
causes and impacts and make connections
between the different sets of data. Students then
shared their learnings with their friends.
Shorter activities were done for few schools,
consisting of a presentation on Rainbow BRTS
and discussion on do’s and don’ts of road
behaviours.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Rashmi English Medium School, Alandi Road
SNBP School, M.H.B. Yerwada
Vishw Bharati Madhyamik Vidyalay,
Vidyanagar
Late Genba Sopan Moze Madhyamik
Vidyalay, Vidyanagar
National Children’s Academy, Vadgoansheri
Shivraj Vidya Mandir, Vadgaonsheri
Dr.Mrs. Erin Nagarwala High School, Nagar
Road, Kalyani Nagar
PMC’s Kai. G.S.Moze Vidyalay, Yerwada
Dr. Nanasaheb Parulekar Madhyamik
Vidyalay, Alandi Road
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Vidyalay,
Yerwada
Swatantraya Senani Hakim Ajamal Khan
Urdu High School, Yerwada
Poona International School
Samata Balak Mandir, Yerwada
Dhaneshwar High School, Dhanori
Janta High School, Vishrantwadi
R&DE English School, Kalas
Sri Atma Vallabh English School

Such sessions were conducted in seventeen
schools in the vicinity of Nagar Road and Alandi
Road corridors. These sessions directly reached
1781 students and 49 teachers.

The Rainbow BRT School Education Module is
available online at
https://rainbowbrtpune.wordpress.com/rainbowschool-events/
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School Outreach Activities in Pune reached over 1700 students and teachers
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College Outreach Sessions
Seven college sessions were taken up between
and after the Sangamwadi - Vishrantwadi and
Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor launches. The
learning outcomes were focused around
increasing understanding about Rainbow BRT,
the features and advantages, personal behaviour
and suggestions for project work related to
transportation issues including NMT.
The method included presentation, followed by
discussion/ question-answer. 351 students were
reached out to during these sessions. The College
students were found to be more aware of city
transport demand. The launch of the first BRT
corridor and students having used the BRT,
enabled them to better relate with the outreach
presentation made. They were also able to give
feedback about what systems are working and
facilitating a good travel experience for them.
Students who come by motorized twowheelers/car expressed their unhappiness over
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having to cross a longer distance for U turns due
to BRT.
However, through the discussions following the
presentations, students have appreciated that
priority
to
passengers
using
public
transport/NMT should be respected. Students
also gave suggestions for easy ticketing, high bus
frequencies, route connectivity and provision of
incentives for students coming by buses/NMT.
Sessions were done at:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DY Patil College of Engineering
DSK College, Dream City
Fergusson College
SP College
College of Engineering, Town Planning
Students
6. Abasaheb Garware College
7. Ambedkar College of Arts, Science and
Commerce
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Community Outreach Activities
Community outreach events were conducted
primarily along the two BRT corridors, in
residential areas of segments more likely to use
the public bus transport system. The meetings
were arranged through the PMC Ward Offices,
elected representatives, and the PMC Urban
Community Development Dept.
A slide show was presented at these events,
explaining about the features of Rainbow BRT,
how it is different from the earlier pilot BRT, the
expansion of BRT systems worldwide and in India,
etc. The overall picture of a rapidly urbanizing
city, a multi fold increase in the use of motorized
vehicles, increased instances of accidents, loss of
public spaces, etc. were discussed. Specific
queries by participants were addressed.
Difficulties faced or issues raised were noted
down and communicated to the PMC or PMPML
as appropriate.
This structured approach through limited events
in the target zones saw participation in large
numbers
also
supported
by
elected
representatives in some cases.
The public events helped initiate a dialogue
between the user group and the service
providers. Feedback sought from the commuters
along with their grievances/ suggestions etc.
were passed on to concerned authorities.
The different types of meetings and events
conducted for elected representatives include:
1. Meetings with party leaders and corporators
along both BRT corridors, and with various
NGOs in February, March and April 2015 to
update about project progress and plans and
to understand their concerns and those of
the public in their wards.
2. Meeting in July 2015 with Zonal
Commissioner Mr DS Molak, and at
Sangamwadi Ward Office to brief about the
status of the BRT Promotions and Outreach
work. Mr Molak assigned staff from the ward
office to provide contact information of
cooperative housing societies and members
of local group to help facilitate public
outreach events. A presentation about
Rainbow BRTS was done to PMC staff to
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obtain their views on how best to present
information on sustainable transportation
and Rainbow BRT to the public. Inputs
received were incorporated into the slide
show prepared for outreach work.
3. Meeting with Corporators on SangamwadiVishrantwadi corridor, arranged on 14 July
2015 at PMC along with PMPML and PMC’s
BRT Cell staff to address concerns of citizens.
4. A Site Visit on 18 July 2015 with NGOs,
including ITDP, Save Pune Traffic Movement
and Nagrik Chetna Manch. A note prepared
by ITDP was submitted highlighting concerns
related to pedestrians’ and cyclists’ safety
and level of infrastructure maintenance.
Subsequently, a site visit was done with
Municipal Commissioner and PMC BRT Cell
on 24 July 2015 to assess readiness for trials.
5. A series of meetings with corporators of
Yerwada area and Nagar Road for addressing
street and hawkers space design in
December 2015 for Parnakuti-Gunjan Talkies
stretch, and designs and drawings prepared
and given to PMC Road Dept for
implementation
6. A presentation was done to Prabhag Samiti of
Nagar Road Ward Office on 20 April 2016 to
update on the status of Yerwada Wagholi
corridor and request corporators to facilitate
the arrangement of outreach meetings in
their wards
Outreach presentations to community groups
were done at the following locations:
1. Poona Club – July 2016
2. Vishrantwadi, Datta Mandir hall – August
2016
3. Vishrantwadi women’s SHG – August 2016
4. Kalyani Nagar Swach Bharat Abhiyan - Jan
2016
5. Deccan Gold Society, near Aaple Ghar,
Kharadi - April 2016
6. Dalit Mitra Mandal, Ambedkar Vasti, near
Ramwadi Jakat Naka - April 2016
7. Shrimal Hall Lakshmi Nagar Police Station,
Yerwada - April 2016
8. Sanjay Gandhi Society Hall, Wadgaon Sheri –
May 2016
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9. Parking lot of Ashwini Clinic, Sainath Nagar June 2016
10. Ambedkar Sanskrutik Bhavan, Kharadi - June
2016
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11. Sainik Vadi Virangula Kendra, Vadgaon Sheri,
Behind Vitthal Jan Karyalaya - June 2016

Presentation to Prabhag Samiti, Nagar Road Ward Office, 20 April 2016

Coverage of the presentation and discussion at Kalyani Nagar with Swach Bharat Abhiyan/ KNRA on
their Facebook page
Dalit Mitra Mandal, Ambedkar Vasti, near
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Ramwadi Jakat Naka, 26 April 2016

Deccan Gold, Kharadi, 25 April 2016

Yerwada, 27 April 2016
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Hawkers’ Space Design at Gunjan Talkies
An initiative was taken up for assessing and
redesigning the edge space use along the
stretch between Parnakuti signal and Gunjan
Talkies in November and December 2015. This
was done in discussion with PMC Zonal Office
along with PVP College of Architecture and
Prasanna Desai Architects. The process
included a detailed site survey, discussions with
hawkers and vendors, study of pedestrian and
vehicular movement and discussions with the
then Zonal Commissioner (Mr Molak) and other
PMC officials, and detailed presentations to the
Elected Representatives.
A presentation of the proposed design and
suggestion for a demo / trial before finalizing
the designs was done to the Municipal
Commissioner and Road Dept towards the end

of Dec 2015. Site visits were subsequently done
with Road Dept. The draft designs, which may
be demonstrated on site before execution,
have been submitted to Zonal Commissioner in
January 2016. This is awaiting trial and
implementation. It is highly recommended that
this design be integrated with the corridor redesign plan.

Presentation of draft designs to Elected
Representatives on 4 Dec 2015

Existing scenario

Proposed plan

Design concept for the hawkers’ space prepared by Prasanna Desai Architects

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Rainbow BRT Jingles and Radio Campaign
Jingles and audio material for Rainbow BRTS
promotion and outreach through radio, as well
as other audio modes such as mobile phone
(hold music for helplines and messaging),
announcements in BRT bus stations and buses,
as accompaniment to cinema slides and films
etc. were planned as part of the campaign plan.
Discussions with jingle makers, radio stations as
well as the client and others associated with the
BRT project indicated that considering listeners’
behaviour, jingle duration ideally should not
exceed 45 seconds. The audio mode was
planned to be used in two key ways:
1.

Audio as identity - The ‘sound of Rainbow’

A couple of signature tunes were created (based
on the brief "to create a positive association for
the BRTS that appeals to children, young people,
to cosmopolitan professionals, as well as older
people") that went through a selection process.
Finally, one was shortlisted as a signature tune
that was felt best fit to support the ‘Rainbow’
identity. Additionally, a signature song was also
developed which may be used as part of sound
tracks in future audio-visual materials.

2.

Audio for messaging

Verse and dialogue were planned out thinking of
the key messages those should reach out to
people at large. These included promotional
messaging, imparting specific information about
launch (separate launch jungles were created for
each corridor launch), helpline number,
responsible behaviour, requesting feedback and
direct users to other media (such as website or
SMS Alerts).
Ten jingles were developed primarily in Marathi
with a line/word in English/Hindi conveying a
cosmopolitan feel. The jingles include a Rainbow
signature tune, a Rainbow song, corridor launch
announcements, essential features of Rainbow
BRT, responsible behaviour by commuters and
motorists, an appeal by the PMPML CMD to
people to use BRT, interview of CEO PMPML
around launch time.
Radio agencies were selected by PMC/PMPML.
A day wise radio campaign plan was prepared
and implemented to highlight the launch and
promotional messages.

Rainbow BRT Playlist on Sound Cloud
Signature tune: https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/rainbow-brt-signature-tune
Signature song: https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/rainbow-brt-song
Jingles: https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt
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Rainbow BRT Videos Screening in Theatres
Three short films were provided to multiplexes in the Pune
region serviced by PMPML, through the office of the Pune
District Collector and the office of the Municipal Commissioner,
PMC. Rainbow BRT films have been reached to the 15
multiplexes in Pune city.
The following multiplexes along the BRT corridors have
screened the films:
 PVR Phoenix Market City
 PVR, Koregaon Park Plaza
 PVR, Inorbit Mall
 Cinepolis, Season’s Mall
 Gold Big Cinema, Koregaon Park
 Mangala, near PMC main building
 Inox, Bund Garden
The films that have been screened are:
 Rainbow BRT: A Commuters’ Guide (Marathi, animation,
60 seconds)
 Drive Safe Along Rainbow BRT (Marathi, animation,
60 seconds)
 Rainbow BRT Features (Mixed language, 70 seconds)
These films are also placed on the Rainbow BRT Facebook page
and have been promoted through a paid promotional campaign.

Facebook posts of videos about features of Rainbow BRT and safe
behaviour by different road users

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Corridor Visits & Trial Runs
Corridor visits were organized for a few key
target audience, with a view to obtain special
insights pertinent to different segments of
society as well as to promote the BRT.
One such first effort was to invite the PMPML
board members to check the trial run and ITMS
system first hand. These features were explained
to them in detail. Their inputs were noted for
future communication strategies.
On 7 August, a corridor visit was organized for
media personnel. All major dailies were
represented. The tour was conducted by CEO
PMPML. They were updated on progress of BRT
work, the ITMS system, training of drivers and
conductors, and responded to technical queries
raised by the journalists. Journalists expressed
their satisfaction with infrastructure

arrangements and gave suggestions regarding
crossings, increase in ITMS display screens etc.
On 17 August, about 90 senior citizens
of Vishrantwadi Jyeshth Nagrik Sangh and over
100 students from Sri Atma Vallabh English
Medium School participated in a tour of the
Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor on Monday.
The visit was organized as part of the Rainbow
BRT user trials being carried out by PMPML and
PMC.
A visit for women from a self-help group in
Vishrantwadi was also arranged.
A meeting with NGOs was done in August 2015,
prior to launch, to update on project progress.

Corridor Visit by Media Personnel, 7 August 2015
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Corridor Visit by Senior Citizens, 17 August 2015
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Corridor Visit by School Students, 17 August 2015
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Launch Campaign ‘Experience the Rainbow BRT’
The Rainbow BRT was launched in August 2015,
with the opening of the SangamwadiVishrantwadi corridor on 30th August 2015.
Considering that Rainbow BRT is a large and
complex system, with success dependent on
several factors, including infrastructure,
operations, management, political support and
public perception, it was felt that it would be
prudent to introduce and promote Rainbow BRT
in a gradual manner.

Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities

Free Rides
Free rides were an important component of the
promotional campaign with the theme of
‘Experience Rainbow BRT’. Commuters were
invited to try out the new system and give their
feedback to help PMPML and the municipal
corporations develop a service appropriate to the
needs of the people.
A special coupon was designed for the free ride
segment, which carried information on Rainbow
BRT Facebook page, website, phone number and
email id for Rainbow BRT Cell at PMPML.
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Media Campaign
The media used to communicate the launch of
Rainbow BRT services were:


Press briefings by PMC and PMPML and
through press notes



Newspaper ad on the day of launch



Radio campaign with jingles including
- Rainbow signature song and spots about
the forthcoming launch of services
- Interviews with officials of PMC, on Radio
Mirchi on the day of Launch
- Appeal by the CMD PMPML to citizens to
Experience the Rainbow BRT, provide
feedback and support, which played for a
week after the Launch
- ‘Rohan Ruta’ (features of BRT)
- ‘Davandi’ (safe use messages for
commuters and motorists)
- ‘Baatmya’ (reach in time with BRT)
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Facebook posts
- Announcing forthcoming launch, photo
album with features to expect, how
Rainbow is different from the old pilot
project, in the pre-launch phase
- Photo album with pictures of the Launch
and passengers using the system on the
day of launch
- Routes information, corridor map, videos
about the corridors and the system in the
post launch phase
- Videos promoting Rainbow BRT



Website updates
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Support to Commuters
Usually, when there are changes in services
which impact commuters, the transition is
communicated well in advance of the actual
launch of operations to serve as a lead time for
passengers to adjust thus reducing complexities
and inconvenience they may face. However,
ground realities did not support advance
planning & communication. Thus, providing
assistance to passengers on the day of launch was
very critical. The assistance was provided to
passengers in the form of:








Route Information flyers listing new routes
and changes in old routes, which were
provided to media personnel for publication
and shared though the Rainbow Facebook
page and website.
PMPML staff present at old bus stops, and at
all stations to guide passengers to
appropriate doors, and inform about the
functioning of ITMS. The project team along
with members from ITDP were also stationed
at old bus stops giving information about
changed bus routes for buses running from
Alandi.
Additional Signage at the stations listing
docking of routes as per doors of the station,
once it was realized that the Passenger
Information System functionality was
impaired due to various reasons.
Routes Flyer: After protests by commuters
over curtailment of routes from Alandi and
other areas beyond Vishrantwadi, the
PMPML reintroduced some of the direct
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Flyer created to help citizens know the route change

routes about a week after the Launch. This
change again needed to be communicated to
commuters, while also explaining the
flexibility of routes provided through the
Vishrantwadi Terminus. New flyers were
quickly made to respond to this situation and
distributed to commuters using volunteers at
all major bus stops beyond Vishrantwadi, as
well as at Vishrantwadi Terminus and the BRT
stations.
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Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor Launch
By the time the Yerwada Wagholi corridor was
launched in Pune in April 2016, the two corridors
in Pimpri Chinchwad had also been launched. A
launch campaign was designed and discussed
with PMPML in February 2016. In addition to
press notes, radio, Facebook and website posts,
the following media were used:



Route information banners were placed at all
BRT stations and at major stops and depots
SMS text campaign through PMC’s database



Email – three emailers were sent, before
launch, on the day of launch and after launch,
in Marathi and English, providing route
information and promoting safe use.

In July 2016, outreach along the YerwadaWagholi corridor was arranged using a van with a
mounted LCD screen and speakers. Selected
videos about features of Rainbow BRT, safe
behaviour by motorists and pedestrians and a
slide show with similar messages were screened
at various locations along the corridor.

Glimpses of the launch day at Yerwada Wagholi Corridor
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SMS Campaign Plan
Intent/ Topic
Announce Launch
Rainbow Features – Stations
Rainbow Features - level
boarding
Motorists stop for pedestrians
to cross to BRT station

Pre-launch
Two days prior to launch

Launch

Post-launch

Day of Launch
Two days after
Launch
Four days after
Launch

Screen shots of SMSes received from PMC about the Rainbow BRT

Email Campaign
A set of three emails announcing the
Launch of Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor, and
Rainbow BRT features was sent out through
the PMC Smart City outreach database,
reaching several thousand citizens.

Screen shot of the email received from PMC announcing
the launch of Yerwada-Wagholi corridor
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Banners were placed at the bus stations to provide information on route changes on the day of launch of
Yerwada Wagholi corridor

Additional Media for Future Use
Additional media and concepts were also prepared as part of the campaign which may be used for
future corridor launches and promotion. These include:
 Rainbow Flag for use at all future corridor launches
 Concept for Brand Ambassador endorsing the Rainbow System
 Merchandise design including T shirt, Cap, Cup and Rainbow BRT badge
 SMS campaign messages
 Email campaign messages
 Web slides
 Power point presentations for display on LCD vans
 Cinema slides
 Set of seven films (for both PCMC and PMC) in multi-language which are uploaded on Rainbow
BRT YouTube Channel but may be screened in cinema theatres and at events
 Set of 4 jingles that may be used in future radio campaigns
Designs were developed and shared with PMC/PMPML for hoardings, Help Desk or Kiosk and standees
that could be placed close to the old bus stops. It was also suggested to give out the Flyer with routes
information for distribution among passengers. However, these concepts could not be used due to
shortage of time. These may be used in future corridor launches as per the need.

A van with an LCD screen and flex banners was used to screen slide shows and
videos on the street about the features of and safe use of Rainbow BRT
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Poster placed in bus stations to invite commuters to
visit the website and Facebook page to rate Rainbow
BRT and give their feedback
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Commuter Feedback Management
User based feedback is an essential component
of strategies enabling continuous improvement
of services, whether private or public. Every
enquiry, complaint or suggestion helps create a
better service if there is a proactive refinement
attempt.
It is generally observed that strong feedback
management structures are absent in
government based services including public
transport. Considering the implications of the
project on the city and benefits to users,
establishment of a responsive feedback
management system was deemed necessary.
From ground surveys, it was established that 80%
of commuters were regular users of the BRT
service and therefore most likely to provide
feedback consistently with the intent of
improving the service. While a dysfunctional
general helpline exists for the city public
transport service, with the advent of BRTS an
array of tools was explored to support the
distinct image of BRTS.
The Rainbow BRT Facebook page and the
Website became the two primary platforms for
online interactions owing to a number of actual
system users.

other departments of PMPML or with municipal
authorities and Traffic Police as the case may be,
for addressing the relevant complaints.
The responsibility for preparing responses has
been transferred to the PMPML BRT Cell while
remote support continues to be provided by the
project team.
Passenger Feedback for rating of the current
services based on various parameters was also
proactively sought through physical surveys at
stations and an online survey which was
publicized through a poster at stations, website
and the Facebook page. Analysis of the
responses/feedback received in the first quarter
(Sept-Dec 2015) of operations was done and
presented to PMPML.
Long-term structured commuter feedback
management requires a policy for public
interactions,
dedicated
personnel
/
communications cell, and a standard grievance
redress mechanism. The last chapter of this
report presents some recommendations for the
future, in this regard.

Given the inadequate staffing within the public
transport organization (PMPML) to monitor and
update the two communication platforms on a
regular basis, the outreach project team has
maintained the interactions and have provided
responses up till the time of submission of this
report. The interactions have included
appreciation, comments and observations of a
general nature about BRTS, queries, and
complaints.
Response time is a critical parameter towards
building customer trust, and therefore providing
timely responses (within 24 hrs.) even though
some of the comments required compilation of
information from PMPML or the municipal
authorities was considered acceptable.
All complaints received through the various
forums have been shared regularly with PMPML
BRT Cell using a Google spreadsheet. The BRTS
Cell has the responsibility of further
communication and coordination within the
Implementation of Promotions and Outreach Activities
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Examples of interaction
on the Rainbow BRT
website
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Examples of interaction
on the Rainbow BRT
Facebook page
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5. Promotions and Outreach – Impact Evaluation

Promotions and Outreach – Impact Evaluation
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Promotions and Outreach – Impact Evaluation
The Promotions & Outreach project targeted multiple audience segments with an attempt to create
awareness, to educate, and promote the Rainbow Bus Rapid Transit System. Hence its impacts need
to be measured vis-à-vis the reactions of the different audience segments which includes the Bus
Commuters who are the principal stakeholders.
Summary of Impact/Outcome
Item

Evaluation protocol

Understanding of
Benefits of BRT

Percentage of respondents who
Post-outreach Survey shows that over
identify BRT as a cost-effective, safe 75% of people think that BRT is a cost
& sustainable transport mode
effective, environment friendly mode of
transport.

Recognition of
System Name/
Logo

Percentage who immediately select
the correct name for the BRTS from
a list in the post-outreach survey

Post-outreach Survey shows over 90%
people identify the name correctly,
including those who use other modes.

Articles in Media
and their gist

Number of articles and programs
on BRT

During promotions & outreach period
 No. of Negative articles = 84
 No. of Neutral / positive article = 129
Trend of reportage shows an increase in
positive and neutral articles and
reduction in negative articles from Feb
2015 – August 2015
2450+ likes, as of September 2016

Number of positive/negative
articles and programs during the
month
Facebook

Number of Likes
Number of comments

Impact/Outcome

Numerous comments indicating
proactive interaction
3.9 stars (out of 5) is the average rating
from 67 reviews on Facebook

Website/ Blogs

Number of hits
Number of positive/negative
comments

Over 30600 visitors and 72000 views of
the site developed for outreach
Over 180 comments, primarily by
commuters/ users

Grievance Forms

Number of complaints/
suggestions/ questions

112 Complaints, 56 Suggestions and 43
Queries have been listed using the
Facebook and website platforms which
cater to the Rainbow system as a whole
(including Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad
corridors)

Mode Shift

Number of Motor Vehicle drivers
who started using BRT

12% mode shift as per ITDP

Promotions and Outreach – Impact Evaluation

22% overall increase in ridership as per
PMPML data
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Extent of Face to Face Interactions
School students and teachers
College students and staff
Presentations to community groups
Site visits/corridor visits
Senior citizens, Prabhag Samiti
Outreach at specific bus stops
Approximately

1780
360
1400

3540

Shifts in Perception about Rainbow BRT – a ‘before and after’ comparison
Surveys of public understanding and views about the BRT were conducted at the beginning of
the promotions and outreach work as well as after the launch of services. These surveys helped
gain a broad understanding of the perceptions about public transport and non-motorized
transport infrastructure, receptivity to bus rapid transit, and changes in such perceptions after
the implementation of the Promotions and Outreach Programme and launch of services.
The information obtained from the pre-survey was one of the inputs for the preparation of the
External Environment Analysis and to devise the communication strategy and plan for the
promotion and outreach of the BRT. The comparison of the results of the surveys done before
and after the launch of BRT yields a broad assessment of the effectiveness of the Promotions and
Outreach programme and insights for future outreach.
The full results of the post-launch survey and the comparison with the pre-survey are presented
in a separate report titled ‘Shifts in Perception about Bus Rapid Transit in Pune: a comparison of
pre- and post-launch surveys of public opinion about the Rainbow BRTS’. A summary of the results
of the survey analysis is presented here, followed by graphical representation of selected
parameters most indicative of the changes in perception.

90% brand
recognition

Passenger Information,
dedicated lanes and
bus quality

Over

75%
72

Higher rating for
Rainbow BRT
compared to
regular bus service
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Summary of Insights
Awareness and Recognition about Rainbow BRT



There is increased awareness and recognition about BRT as a sustainable, cost effective mode of
transport.
Over 90% people do recognize Rainbow as the system name, and users of other transport modes
are also aware of the system name. Before the launch of services and the promotions and
outreach work, less than 25% people recognized the system name.

Rating of Rainbow BRT in comparison to regular bus service





The views about PMPML regular services on parameters such as quality of service, frequency,
availability of route information, connectivity, on time arrival etc was average to below average
indicating a relatively low confidence in PMPML. Only for safety and fares did even 30% people
rate the services as good.
There is a tremendous improvement in ratings for the BRT services given by users in comparison.
Over 80% BRT users on both corridors indicated that the service is good to excellent as
compared to the regular PMPML services.
There are high satisfaction levels for passenger signage, bus quality and dedicated lanes.

Areas of concern with BRT services / infrastructure






Pedestrian crossings are of serious concern (this concern is consistent across feedback channels)
Bus frequency and bus quality of BRT services (though they score much higher ratings as
compared to regular PMPML services)
Door malfunction
Bus break down
While footpath quality is stated to have improved, they still score very low on disabled
friendliness, safety and continuity.

Insights for Outreach Strategies





As expected, newspapers were an important source of information about the project and its
progress for people.
Seeing the operations starting up was a much more visible and prominent information source for
people to be aware of the BRT.
Even though people had indicated that television is an important information source for them, it
was not used for the communication campaign as it is a much more expensive medium.
Theatre screenings also turned out to be a significant medium, as with just 3 to 4 months of
screening, as many as 15% reported they had seen the BRT films.

Suggestions for Future Infrastructure



There seems to be significant potential for helping motorists to shift to BRT, especially by
improving last mile connectivity such as by providing secure cycle parking or improving
paratransit facilities.
About 45% people felt that Rainbow BRT should be expanded to other parts of the city. This is
rather modest considering that people have rated BRT as much better than PMPML. This
question was only asked at the Yerwada Wagholi corridor, which has had somewhat lower
satisfaction ratings as compared to SV corridor. Nevertheless, the positive response towards BRT
from among bus users is much stronger, and from those who responded positively, at least 25%
feel that BRT should be expanded all over Pune.
Promotions and Outreach – Impact Evaluation
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Awareness of BRTS as a cost-effective and environment-friendly mode
Post-survey Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor

Post-survey Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor
No
31%

No
12%

Yes
69%

Yes
88%



Pre-survey



The pre-survey indicated low awareness
about features and advantages of BRT
over other modes of transport including
rail, pointing to the fact that 70% of the
people thought that Metro is a more
effective solution to the traffic
problems in Pune while only 20% favor
BRT. However, even at the time of the
pre-survey, out of the total respondents
on both corridors 92% people were
aware about BRT.
The post-survey shows that a fairly high
number of respondants recognize BRT
as a sustainable, cost effective mode of
transport. This view seems more
prevalent at the Sangamwadi Corridor.

Recognition of “Rainbow” as the BRT system name
Post-survey Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor

Post-survey Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor
Janmarg
4%

Not
Aware
8%
Aware
92%

Rainbow
91%
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Vajra
4%

I-Bus
1%
Metrozip
0%

A very high number of people do recognize
Rainbow as the system name. Considering
that about 60% respondants were bus users,
it is to be expected that this awareness exists.
The high figure indicates that users of other
modes are also aware of the system name.
In the pre-survey: About 75% of the
respondents were unaware about the name
‘Rainbow’ given to BRTS in Pune which
reflects a relatively low level of promotion by
the municipal corporations and PMPML.
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Rating of Rainbow BRT in comparison to regular bus service
Post-survey Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor
Poor
2%

Below
Average
6%

Excellent
35%

Post-survey Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor

Average
16%

Below Average
4%
Average
7%

Poor
5%
Excellent
37%

Good
41%

Good
47%

Initial Survey





The pre-survey had asked respondents to rate public transport for some parameters related to
operations and management. The ratings for all parameters were average to below average
indicating a relatively low confidence in PMPML. Cost of travel by PMPML service is
considerably high and therefore a high percentage of people had rated it to be poor.
Considering the number of breakdowns in a day and headways of some routes in excess of 30
mins, the rating for frequency and schedule adherence was rated as ‘average’.
The post-survey showed that about 76% to 80% of BRT users on the Sangamwadi and Yerwada
corridors respectively have indicated that the service is good to excellent as compared to the
regular PMPML services.

Information about Route Changes Prior to BRT Launches
Post-survey Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor
Post-survey Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor
Not
Aware
35%






Yes
34%
Aware
65%

No
66%

The number of people who reported they were aware about route changes prior to the
launch of the BRT operations is significantly higher in the case of Sangamwadi corridor.
One reason for this may be that the newspaper reportage about BRT in general and the
launch of Sangamwadi corridor was much more than at the time of Yerwada corridor launch,
including publication of the routes.
Route information was not published in newspapers when YW corridor was launched.
This result is coherent with the analysis of how people received information about BRT.
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Mode of Information about Rainbow BRT
Post-survey Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor
Other (construction on
road)
Friend/Family
2%
26%

Radio
5%

Awareness
Sessions/Pr
esentation
on BRT
2%

Newspaper
53%

Post-survey Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor
Facebook
Newspaper
Have you Seen Rainbow
4%
BRT Films in Theatres Yes
Radio 10%

Flyers
1%

Friends/Fa
mily
15%



Initial Survey


Film/
Video
2%

TV
37%

76

15%

1%

Seeing BRT
in
operation
67%

Present
ation
0%
Other:
0%

Facebook
14%

Flyers
3% Internet
12%




Not
Interest
ed
18%

Newspap
er…

No
85%

In the case of SV corridor, the main source of
information was newspapers, followed by friends
and family, and Facebook. This is understandable
as there was considerable newspaper publicity to
the launch of SV corridor, which was the first
Rainbow BRT corridor to be launched.
In the case of YW corridor, while newspapers are
still a significant source at 10%, the major source
of information for people has been to see the
operations starting up.
The initial survey indicated newspaper and
television as primary sources. However, television
has not been used as it is a much more expensive
medium.
From March 2016, short films on Rainbow BRT
were provided to several multiplexes for
screening. The response, 15% have watched a
Rainbow BRT film, indicates that this may be a
useful medium to reach out to the public, as it
rates higher than newspapers.
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Media Reportage Trends
Newspaper articles were monitored
for the period of the contract, that is,
April 2015-August 2015 while the
BRT system was launched end of
August. While there was a substantial
increase in negative articles in June
2015, the general trend observed
overall was of low numbers of
positive articles and overall coverage
of the BRT with a spike in discussions
about the BRT in the media around
the time of the launch. The BRT was
talked about a lot in August 2015,
with an increase in the number and
proportion of positive reportage.

Trend of Positive/ Negative/ Neutral articles
April 2015-August 2015
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Apr-15

May-15

Jun-15

Jul-15

Aug-15

Negative

6

10

26

16

28

Neutral

8

3

19

32

Positive

10

2

18

37

The peak of negative articles in June
2015 related primarily to the delay in the launch of the BRTS, and on lack of arrangements to increase
security at the stations leading to accidents, and vandalism issue at stations. The spike is also
attributed to the lack of communication by the authorities to the people.
Subsequently, the trend of reportage showed an increase in positive and neutral articles and reduction
in negative articles. A visit to Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi corridor was organized for newspaper
reporters, this helped them have a firsthand experience of BRT features prior to launch. An interaction
with the CMD, PMPML helped respond to queries around BRT launch, delay etc.
With the announcement of the launch in August the media saw a spike in the overall coverage of the
project. Positive and neutral stories informed people on the launch, negative included stories on the
delay in the launch of the project to the under preparedness of the concerning authorities.
The rise in the overall coverage in the months before the launch can also be attributed to proactive
communication from the authorities to the people (media persons). A planned communication
strategy that included press briefings, bilingual press release notes, supporting statistics, photographs,
making this available on website, designating spokespersons at PMC and PMPML making it possible
for smooth communication etc helped in bringing in positive newspaper reportage.
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Response on Facebook, Website and YouTube
Both Facebook and Website were the two primary online platforms which were explored to reach out
to citizens of Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad while also attempting to catch both national and
international attention on the Rainbow BRT system. All the promotional and advertising videos as well
as video documentation of project activities, and statements by civil society, political leaders and
officials were posted on the Rainbow BRT You Tube channel, and then further shared through
embedding these in website or Facebook posts.
The primary hindrances to initiating such platforms in the early stages of the promotions & outreach
project (and which have remained throughout the project period) were:
 Lack of clarity on ownership of the online platforms
 Lack of clarity on decisions towards the existing defunct platforms
 Unknown protocols for approval and uploading of information
 Limited inter-agency coordination
 Unclear time periods for completion of infrastructure and launch
Since an official website creation process with a commuter centric focus was already initiated by the
Transit Authority (PMPML), the project team created a temporary website (hosted on WordPress) a
few months in advance of the launch. The primary objective of the same was to not only serve as a
repository of materials created for promotions and outreach but also use the platform for
communicating with commuters till the time the official website was to be launched.
The Facebook page was launched on August 25th 2015, a week in advance of the official launch date
for first BRT corridor in Pune region. By using the platform to showcase the corridors to be launched
through photos, 3D images, and by sharing of route information and planned changes, the Rainbow
BRT Facebook page received instantaneous recognition. Pune region has increasingly become tech
savvy, and therefore this page helped bridge the disconnect that commuters and citizens in general
had with the city public transportation system and the key project stakeholders.
Several of the followers are BRT users, and a high proportion are potential users or long term
sustainable transport advocates. The list of posts on Facebook is provided in Appendix 4. Some of the
user based insights from the two communication platforms are presented below.
There were over 30000 visitors to the website with over 72000 views, and about 75 comments from
commuters/ users of Rainbow BRT. The Facebook page saw a lot of traffic around the launches,
especially the long-awaited first launch, that is Sangamwadi Vishrantwadi Corridor in Pune on 30
August 2015. Posts with colourful albums about the launches, route information, a personal anecdote
about using the BRT, and videos about safe use of BRT were some of the most popular ones, which
were also widely shared. Such posts easily reached several thousand Facebook users within hours or
few days. Targeted, paid promotions also worked well, and can be a cost-effective means of outreach
especially among the 16 to 35 years-old age group.
Both the website and the Facebook page also became platforms for detailed query response about
varied topics related to the BRTS. These included direct questions about services, as well as on the
concept of BRT systems, complaints and suggestions for improvements to be made.
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Left: Analytics of the Rainbow BRT
website, showing the number of
visitors and views. There is a spike
on the day of launch, which may
be linked to an email
announcement of the Launch sent
out by PMC, which directed
recipients to the website
Below: Analytics of the Facebook
page; the spikes are linked to posts
about the launches, specific
features, timetables, videos, and
human-interest stories
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School Outreach Review
Outreach sessions were conducted in 17 schools, reaching over 1800 students and teachers, well
before the BRT services became operational. Follow up sessions were held with some schools prior to
the actual launch in September 2015. The sessions in schools focussed on introducing students to
sustainable transportation in our cities, the need for it and the BRT as a mode of sustainable
transportation in addition to a cycle safe and walkable city. The sessions were structured in a school
module which focussed on orienting students on urban growth and transport demand, presentation
on Rainbow BRT and its features, followed by discussion and a question and answer session. The
sessions conducted close to the actual launch with schools focussed on introducing this audience to
the BRT corridor and its features. The sessions with school students proved to be beneficial as
supported by the feedback summarized below.
BRT as a mode of sustainable transportation and its features
-

BRT as a mode which reduces congestion on the roads: Almost 75% of school students felt that
the BRT will reduce congestion on the roads
BRT as a high density transit mode of transportation: 74% of school students felt the BRT can
carry more number of people than other modes.
Passenger information system: More than 60% of school students felt that the BRT’s Passenger
information system will be useful in planning journeys.
Rainbow BRT addresses needs of different groups: 70% of school students felt that the BRT is
designed keeping in mind the needs of children, women, professionals and the disabled.
BRT beneficial to the city: 76% of school students felt the BRT will benefit the city

Summary of feedback from school sessions
Students gave mixed responses to questions
on inter linkages of how footpaths and
pedestrian crossings reduce the risk of
accidents, that private vehicles on the road
increase congestion, and that flyovers and
widening of roads will attract more private
vehicles.
The instance of correct answers was high
(more than 50%) for almost all questions
except for some mixed responses for two
statements:

Schools: Understanding transportation and
need for sustrans
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Dedicated
median lanes
for buses

Level
Boarding

Buses are Flyovers and
high density widening of
modes
roads

Flyover and widening of road is not a
Correct/Important
No Response
solution for transport problem in city: The
Incorrect/Not Important
reasons for this could be that a short
intervention such as this could not have achieved a whole perception shift from a strong mainstream
idea that flyovers are beneficial to reduce congestion and a sign of development in the transport
sector.
Footpaths are not required in the city: Possible reasons for mixed response to this statement could
be because of misunderstanding the question, in spite of giving a favourable response to a question
of the same nature in the ‘match the column’ type about footpaths being useful for reducing risk of
accidents.
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Responses related to system features
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

The results indicate that since each feature
addresses a need every commuter faces,
increases efficiency in the system and
makes sure that the commuter is able to
transit faster many of the features were
given as ‘Important’ and addressing a
genuine transportation need.

Correct/Important
No Response
Incorrect/Not Important

Feedback on Session
About 70% of the students found the session
good to excellent.
The parts they liked the most was graph
plotting / making graphs/group activity, mind
map and the part of Rainbow BRTS/questions
and answers.

Students’ comments at the pre-launch corridor visits
Good
 Appreciative of the BRT/wonderful
experience on the visit
 It is the best way to travel!
 Facilities: Automated doors, overall
advanced technology, security, clean,
safe, lighting, etc.
 Facilities for the old, children, disabled
 I like it. My friend and me give it 100
likes!
 ‘There is so much development in
Pune’

82

Needs Improvement
 More security is needed
 More cleanliness and facilities (buses cleaned at
least once a month) are needed
 Display should be in various languages and places
 Traffic police must assist while crossing
 ‘No water at station to drink. I request to please
keep water’
 Strictness should be there for cleanliness at the
station
 ‘BRT is comfortable and excellent, and spacious
mode of transport’
 ‘Roofs of all the stations and the terminal should be
cool. People feel hot in the afternoon’
 I learnt lot of new rules
 From this experience, I think India will develop in
transport facility
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College Outreach
Presentation and discussion about BRT were carried out in seven colleges. 351 students and
accompanying faculty members were reached out through the sessions. Two sessions were taken up
in 2015 before corridor launch and 5 sessions were taken up after launch of both corridors. The
difficulty in reaching out before was the launch dates were not known and dates from colleges were
not possible owning to exams and submissions before Yerwada-Wagholi corridor launch in 2016.
The positive side was that students using public transport had experienced BRT rides in SanganwadiVishrantwadi, Yerwada-Wagholi and Sangavi-Kiwale routes and could ‘experience’ the features.
Students travelling by personal vehicles could also see and feel the change on roads with dedicated
lanes for BRT buses, signal priority, clean bus stop, identify Rainbow BRT branding etc. Their comments
are summarised below.
Good
 BRT should have a city wide network.
 Flyovers invite more vehicles on road and lead to congestions.
 For shorter distances PMC should encourage people to walk/cycle.
 BRT bus stations are so big and clean.
 LED display on bus arrivals helps plan journey better.
 Saves time.
 Signage at bus station are so helpful. A lot of investment is done for bus users.
Needs improvement/Suggestions
 Overall PMPML services should become more reliable.
 Buses pick up speed in BRT corridor, however after coming out of corridor all the speed gained is
lost in traffic.
 Bus breakdown in corridor leads to delay and BRT buses have to travel out of corridor.
 Vehicles others than BRT buses using BRT corridor should be discouraged/heavily penalized.
 Personal vehicles have to take a bigger U turn at BRT corridor, crossing has become difficult.
 The Swargate – Hadapsar BRT should become like Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi
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Hits and Misses
The Rainbow BRT Promotions and Outreach Campaign was a unique initiative taken up by the public
authorities in recent times, as a structured, multi-stakeholder process. It is also the first of its kind of
campaign undertaken in India for a public transport system. A number of learnings have emerged
ranging from overall institutional level or systemic components, to what worked as a media strategy,
what was possible to achieve and what has been a challenge.
Presents here are some learnings and aspects that worked well, or acted as constraints. These may be
useful for future public engagement initiatives that PMC and PMPML may take up.
content by PMC and District Collector’s office
to enable all multiplexes and cinema theatres
to be on board for public service screenings.

What Worked Well








Investment in Public Communication - A
structured
approach
to
public
communication, ranging from functional
elements such as branding, signage, and
passenger information to a variety of
educational, outreach and promotion
activities has contributed to positive public
opinion about Rainbow BRT. This initiative
could be a base upon which to strengthen
public communications by PMPML and PMC
on sustainable transport communication.
Free Rides – The Free Rides offered by
PMPML were very popular and resulted in
considerable good will among the bus
commuters as well as others who were
encouraged to try out the new BRT service. It
would be well worth making such offers in
future corridor launches as well.
Press Relationship Management – Close to
the actual launch, the press conferences,
open communication with reporters,
provision of information materials and press
notes, as well as the corridor visit helped in
positive and informative coverage.
Theatre Screenings – The PMC Tax Dept
facilitated the screening of the videos in
multiplexes within Pune city and the District
Collector’s office facilitated screening in
other parts of Pune district, which are part of
PMPML’s operational area. The screening
was possible in multiplexes but not in other
theatres as advertising is done through
satellite screening system. It may be useful to
refer to the Supreme Court judgment on
compulsory screening of environmental
84



Facebook and Website, though did not score
high in the survey, nevertheless provided for
detailed interaction with a niche audience.



School outreach provided an opportunity for
students to be involved in an innovative set
of activities, which were appreciated by
teachers and students alike; some schools
have stayed in touch with the implementing
agencies for further activities for
environment education



Institutional in-reach was a unique feature
that helped in team building, documenting
the past learnings, and fostering a positive
attitude and commitment to the project. It
would serve the institutional entities very
well to repeat such team building exercises in
the future as well, and also platforms for joint
reviews, reflection and knowledge sharing on
the innovations being carried out in
sustainable transportation work in the city
and metropolitan region.



Learnings from the pilot BRT – an initial
discussion to draw out the positive aspects
and the challenges faced in the pilot project
provided tremendous insights. These were
seriously considered by the leadership at
PMC, PMPML and Traffic Police to help shape
the operations and management, and also in
the development of the communication
strategy itself.
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What Could Have Been Better


Dedicated Personnel for Communication –
Though points of contact were identified, no
dedicated personnel were allocated in PMC
or PMPML for actually coordinating and
implementing the communication strategy. A
good opportunity for institutional capacity
development was thus missed out on.



Strategy Vs Implementation – The terms of
reference of the promotions and outreach
programme were development of a
communication strategy, and limited direct
implementation. Additional budgets were to
be allocated for implementation of the
strategy such as for printing of material such
as posters, flyers, banners, hiring of help desk
staff, setting up of help desks etc. The nonallocation of adequate budgets became a
major constraint in the implementation of a
comprehensive promotion campaign.





Reserved Approach to Publicity – The rather
conservative publicity campaign, with a
single press ad, and short radio campaigns
showed up in the survey results where the
number of people reporting their source of
information as radio directly correlated to
the length of the radio campaign.
Supportive Administration Systems – The
lack of clear administrative systems in
relation to communications work at PMPML
became a constraint in the smooth
implementation of the campaign. It was not
possible or very difficult to have timely
contracting of tasks like printing,
commissioning
radio
programmes,
processing quotations on the basis of merit
and purpose rather than lowest cost. Sound
and supportive internal administrative
processes are needed to anticipate and
facilitate such activities, while keeping
appropriate checks and balances in place.
Such procedures are developed by numerous
public sector agencies and it would be well
worth for PMPML to review and adopt
relevant practices.
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Approach to Public Engagement – There was
no prior discussion on route curtailment, and
nor was adequate advance notice given to
commuters about route changes, resulting in
hardship and resentment. A more open,
democratic
approach
to
public
communications is essential keeping in view
the service orientation mandated for public
transport utilities and public authorities.



Coordinating Grievance Redress – Though
PMPML has had a basic manual grievance
response system, a strong coordination
mechanism for grievance redress has been
difficult to set up between BRT Cell, the other
related PMPML departments and PMC. It
remains an area to be addressed.



No help desks - Though discussed
extensively, passenger assistance desks were
not installed outside or inside stations to help
passengers transitioning from the regular
service to BRT resulting in chaos at high
volume stations. However, security staff &
conductors provided assistance in the initial
period post launch.



No Special Bus Livery – It was not possible to
implement the designs that had been
developed, due to sale of advertising rights to
operators, and inadequate effort to modify
the arrangement. The negative impact of bus
design non-implementation is difficult to
quantify. However, it is undeniable that
distinctive bus design would help in citywide
recognition and promotion of Rainbow BRT
and build faith in PMC and PMPML’s efforts
for sustainable transportation.



Construction Site Signage – The post launch
survey has revealed that the physical
infrastructure development activity is itself a
big source of information for people. Creative
signage at the construction sites would have
been a tremendous help in keeping the public
informed and interested in the project in a
positive manner. This may be a useful insight
for future promotional activity when new
corridors are constructed.
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6. Recommendations for the Future

Recommendations for the Future
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Recommendations for the Future
The PMC and PMPML have made a substantial improvement in provision of public transit services
through the Rainbow BRT. The Rainbow BRT Promotions and Outreach Programme (POP) ran from
December 2013 to March 2016 in PCMC, while with PMC, the project was initiated in February 2015
and closed by the end of August 2016. Based on the experiences, impact evaluation, and reflections
of the project teams, a few suggestions for the future are presented in this section.
1. Manage Communication Assets
A number of communication assets have been created as part of the Promotions and Outreach
Programme. Some of these, such as the Facebook page, contact email ids, YouTube channel are
live assets being followed by customers including for posting of grievances. Other assets, such as
the logo, brand manual, signage design manual should continue to be used by PMPML when
creating new materials. It is suggested that PMC & PMPML take immediate steps to manage and
build on these communication assets.
a. Institute a mechanism for management of Facebook, website and other
electronic assets, such as through the PMC Social Media team, and
allocate responsibility for addressing grievances posted on
Facebook.com/RainbowBRTS and other online platforms

See Appendix 1

b. Update PMPML website to fully integrate content for Rainbow BRT

See Appendix 2

2. Plan early for outreach related to the upcoming corridors
PMPML should immediately put a system in place to undertake outreach activities for the
corridors for which construction work is likely to begin in the coming months. The transition to a
BRT corridor on Ganeshkhind Road especially may pose some challenges due to the high volume
of traffic. Similarly, the refurbishment of the BRT on Satara Road would also require substantial
outreach to commuters and communities along Satara Road as they have been witnessing
several changes on this corridor over the past decades. It is advisable to provide adequate and
timely information to those who use Ganeshkhind Road and Satara Road, work out strategies to
mitigate inconvenience due to construction, and prepare the ground to facilitate the shift to
Rainbow BRT from other motorized modes/ pilot system.
3. Free Rides, cut price day tickets, concessional passes and other incentives for commuters
Measures such as reduced rate tickets have been seen to be very popular among commuters
and others, and should be offered and widely publicized from time to time to encourage more
and more people to shift to Rainbow BRT.
4. Draw on Learnings on Media Usage
Some of the media that worked well or could be potentially important (based on the feedback
surveys), include signage about the project and updates along the construction sites/ corridors
under construction, theatre films, slides, and on site video or AV displays such as through vans.
5. Infrastructure and Communication for Universal Access
a. Universal access audits should be carried out along with concerned organizations and
experts to facilitate audits by people with different types of special needs
b. Repair and refurbishment of infrastructure, and addition of tactile guidance systems, must
be done by PMC
c. Appropriate communication systems such as Braille signage and audio announcements in
stations should subsequently be installed.
Recommendations for the Future
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6. Facilitate Emergency Vehicles
a. Communication must be sent to all healthcare agencies, ambulance services, and emergency
service providers about the notification by the Traffic Police on use of BRT lanes
b. Orientation should be provided to concerned staff from Traffic Police and Wardens to
facilitate smooth passage of emergency vehicles in BRT lanes, including through mock trials.
7. Signage Systems
While a detailed package of station signage was developed, more work is needed for signage in
relation to the following (which were beyond the scope of the current contract and also
appropriate infrastructure and budget allocation)
 Terminals and depots
 Catchment areas and feeder services
 Traffic signage system, which as provided in the current codes of practice by IRC and
Ministry of Urban Development, requires further evolution to meet the on-ground needs.
Attention is also needed to spaces for installing required informatory and cautionary signage
in the design of roads with BRT corridors.
8. Strengthen the Communications and Outreach Function
Communications and outreach has to be seen as an integral function of PMPML and staff
appointed to carry out this function. This is critical to support the various new initiatives being
taken by PMPML and PMC. A detailed note about the communications role, suggested terms of
reference and staff competencies is placed as Appendix 3.
9. Continue institutional ‘In-reach’
The team building process were appreciated by the staff of PMPML and PMC as well as by PCMC
and Traffic Police, and it is recommended that such exercises be done in the future too.
A well-received promotion campaign was recently run
by PMPML about reduced rates for the daily pass.
However, the guidance for logo usage should have
been followed (the logo should not be placed on
coloured backgrounds).

A mechanism is needed to address grievances
posted on the Facebook page.
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1. Recommendations for Management of Communication Assets
Live Assets

Facebook Page

Website

Email id
YouTube

Requires management
1. Check for posts that are complaints, and link these to
PMC Care and PMPML Complaints Management
System
2. Respond to queries
3. New posts as per need
7. Ensure all required content is integrated into PMPML’s
website pmpml.org
8. Note for integration of content into pmpml.org is
attached
9. Rainbowbrtpune.wordpress.com may be retained for
archival value, with a note that it is not actively
maintained with effect from 1 September 2016, and
directing visitors to pmpml.org
rainbowbrtoutreach@gmail.com
Not much traffic, but check regularly
Occasional comments, check and respond

Identity
Brand Identity Manual (Logo use)

Ensure brand manual is followed in all print and electronic
communications (Brand Identity Manual is to be formally
approved by CMD)

Rainbow Signature Tune and
Rainbow Song

Ensure Rainbow Tune or Song, as appropriate are used in
jingles and audio materials

Signage Documents
Station Signage Manual

Use as base designs for future corridors

Corridor Signage Document

1. Currently being developed in discussion with PMC
Road Dept and Shri Prashant Inamdar, Pedestrians First
2. Continue development and implementation
3. Some field visits and trial signage to be done
4. Discussion Note is attached

Materials prepared
Promotional materials – Brochure,
inserts, newsletter, hoardings, films,
jingles, press ads, coupon, etc
Photo albums (on Facebook)
School Module
Learnings from Pilot BRT
Reports of media analysis and
coverage
Report of events
Report of assessment of campaign
Other electronic assets
APPENDICES

Archival value, for Reference

Sound Cloud, Slide Share, Mail chimp, Website - log in and

check periodically
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2. Updation of PMPML Website with Content on Rainbow BRT
(Note submitted on April 2016 to CEO BRTS, PMPML)
The following content is to be integrated with the website pmpml.org
Notes to web developer:
These pages have to be added
These pages are fine

Home » Rainbow BRT
Home » Rainbow BRT » Routes and Maps
Home » Rainbow BRT » Using Rainbow BRT
Home » Rainbow BRT » Features
Home » Rainbow BRT » Benefits
Home » Rainbow BRT » Why BRT
Home » Rainbow BRT » Pilot BRT
Home » Rainbow BRT » Logo & Song
Home » Rainbow BRT » Photo Gallery
Home » Rainbow BRT » Videos
Home » Rainbow BRT » Radio Jingles
Home » Rainbow BRT » Learn More
Home » Rainbow BRT » Project Partners
Home » Rainbow BRT »Project News and Updates
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Home » Rainbow BRT

Rainbow Bus Rapid Transit operates in Pune and Pimpri
Chinchwad from 5.30 am to 11.30 pm, all days
<iframe width="560" height="315"
src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/a6Q2jQO3Kjw?rel=0"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
Rainbow BRT is being developed as a high quality, customeroriented public bus transport service. It is managed by Pune
Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Ltd and developed with the
support of Pune Municipal Corporation and Pimpri Chinchwad
Municipal Corporation. Pune Traffic Police is providing the support
for management of traffic for smooth operation of Rainbow BRT.
Bus Rapid Transit provides an integrated network of safer, faster,
affordable and more efficient public transport. Dedicated lanes
ensure that BRT buses are able to run efficiently and rapidly along
their routes, helping passengers reach their destinations
easily. Commuters can experience high quality BRT stations, level
boarding facility, real time bus arrival information and voice
announcements on Rainbow BRT.

Rainbow BRT System
 Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi
Corridor, Pune launched on
30thAugust 2015
 Sangvi-Kiwale Corridor,
Pimpri Chinchwad launched
on 5th September 2015.
 Nashik Phata-Wakad
Corridor, Pimpri Chinchwad
launched on 28th November
2015
 Yerwada-Wagholi Corridor,
Pune
Rainbow BRT System is the
proud recipient of the Volvo
Sustainable Transport Award in
December 2015 for its
“Outstanding Contribution to
Sustainable Mobility”.
Rainbow BRT System with 30 Km
of Operational Corridor Length
carries 1.2 Lakh passengers daily
as of April 2016. Rainbow BRT
System has witnessed a 20%
increase in corridor ridership
since its inception.
Watch videos about Rainbow
BRT at
Rainbow YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/cha
nnel/UCBYlJ2WwPJtb925e5WkE
3dw
Rainbow BRT is not about
moving buses in a bus lane, but
providing a comfortable, smart
and high quality bus service for
commuters.
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Routes and Maps
Notes to web developer:
1. Images of the route charts, corridor maps and the google map of Rainbow stations are to be
embedded or hyper linked in the page ‘Corridors, Routes and Maps’
2. Please check if the width and height of embedded video is ok. If not then provide link to the
video and do not embed.
3. Insert Table

Currently, two corridors each in Pune and PimpriChinchwad are
operational.





Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Routes <embed image/ link to image>
Yerwada-Wagholi Routes<embed image/ link to image>
Sangvi-Kiwale Routes<embed image/ link to image>
Nashik phata-Wakad Routes<embed image/ link to image>

Corridor Map, Pune<embed image>
Corridor Map, PimpriChinchwad<embed image>

Watch a 30 second video with
aerial views of the Rainbow BRT
corridors in Pune and
PimpriChinchwad
<iframe width="230"
height="129"
src="https://www.youtube.com
/embed/i1xvJPAyy8M?rel=0"
frameborder="0"
allowfullscreen></iframe>

The six corridors are being developed in the current phase are:
<insert ‘Corridor Table’>
Here are the stations on a web map, zoom in to an area to see the
stations clearly:
<iframe
src="https://www.google.com/maps/d/embed?mid=zCxQ9S5COBao.
kp2SQhYE9wcM" width="640" height="480"></iframe>

‘Corridor Table’
Corridor Name
Yerwada- Wagholi
Sangamwadi –
Vishrantwadi
Old Mumbai-Pune Road
SanghviPhata-Kiwale
Nashik Phata-Wakad
KalewadiPhata-DehuAlandi
Road

Length
(km)
14
7.2

Number of
Stations
13
9

Region

12
14
8
11

36
21
15
20

PimpriChinchwad
PimpriChinchwad
PimpriChinchwad
PimpriChinchwad

Pune
Pune

Home » Rainbow BRT » Using Rainbow BRT
Rainbow BRT is simple to use. This video shows how passengers
can easily cross to the stations, find their boarding doors using
96
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the display screens and be informed about their stop with the
display and announcement in the bus.
<iframe width="560" height="315"
src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/RvbW2h5NlT0?rel=0"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
Driving responsibly and safely in the Rainbow BRT corridors
benefits drivers and bus commuters alike. Watch this video to
learn about expected driving behavior in the Rainbow BRT
corridors.
<iframe width="560" height="315"
src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/Hc3yxOcUMLA?rel=0"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
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The public is advised not to venture
into the BRT lanes under
construction as trial runs may be
undertaken from time to time.
Parking or driving through the
corridors is not permitted for the
safety of the public. The
construction of bus-stations and
corridor segregation may require
barricades and diversions.
Changes in Bus Routes
When new corridors are launched,
old bus routes may be replaced by
the new BRTS routes and feeder
services. Information about the
changed routes will be provided
through this website, newspapers,
radio and other media in advance.
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Note to web developer: This page is fine EXCEPT DELETE POINT NUMBER 3 ‘TICKETS AT STATIONS’
AND INCORPORATE CORRECTIONS INDICATED IN TRACK MODE
Home » Rainbow BRT » Features
Features of Rainbow BRT

Smart New Features that Make Travel Convenient
1. Buses
Over 600 special Rainbow BRT buses with doors on both sides and more standing space, that ply
smoothly and rapidly in reserved lanes
2. Bus stations in the BRT Lanes
Covered and provide protection from rain and sun, well lit, have a ramp at the entrance and
signage boards with information about the BRT corridors
3. Level Boarding
The height of the bus platform and the BRT station platform are at the same level. Passengers do
not have to climb steps to board the bus, a
feature similar to metro rail.
4. Automatic Doors
Automatic doors on BRT stations and bus doors
open only when the bus is properly docked at the
station
5. Crossings
The crossings from the footpath to the BRT
stations are signal controlled at most locations
with the presence of speed tables to reduce
vehicle speeds and allow passengers to cross
safely.
6. Bus Numbers, Bus Arrival and Station Information
 Information on bus arrivals is displayed on screens at the bus stations
 Display screens and audio announcements in buses give information about the next stop
 Route numbers appear on LED displays on the front, back and the left side of buses
7. Intelligent Transit Management System
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BRT Buses have GPS and all buses and stations are linked with the BRTS Control Room at
Swargate which tracks bus movement and enables two way communication with drivers for
service improvements.
8. Security and Traffic Management
 Security personnel are present at each BRT bus station
 Traffic Wardens are present at intersections to help in the management of other traffic and
prevent entry into dedicated bus lanes.
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Note to web developer: This page is fine INCORPORATE CORRECTIONS INDICATED IN TRACK MODE
Home » Rainbow BRT » Benefits
Benefits of Rainbow BRT
Rainbow BRTS aims to provide a few immediate benefits to passengers – Comfortable ride on the
BRTS buses, with shorter waiting times, increased reliability and shorter travel time.
The long term benefits to Pune and PimpriChinchwad urban areas expected are:
 Reduced vehicular pollution
 Reduced congestion due to motor vehicles
 Reduced spending on infrastructure for motor vehicles such as flyovers, parking lots
 Increased economic activity due to improved connectivity

<benefitsmarathi.jpg>
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Note to web developer: This page is fine INCORPORATE CORRECTIONS INDICATED IN TRACK MODE
Home » Rainbow BRT » Why BRT
The Rainbow BRTS is being developed in phases as the sustainable public transport option for Pune
and Pimpri Chinchwad. The Comprehensive Mobility Plans of both Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad
recommend heavy investments supporting augmentation of public transportation of which BRTS is a
critical element. The rapid increase in vehicular traffic, increased congestion, expanded city limits
and longer travel distances are some important trends in the twin cities. A high quality public
transport is essential to avoid adverse impacts on the health of people and quality of life.
Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporations recognize the need for creation of safe,
affordable and world class Bus Rapid Transit infrastructure and services, with focus on commuter
comfort and convenience, integration of modes and information technology. These would help
move towards a liveable and sustainable future.
BRTS is an appropriate choice, as
 BRT is a flexible system
 BRT can be built at much lower cost than any other form of mass transit system, with
greater service coverage at low cost
 BRT can carry High Capacity
 Level Boarding facility reduces boarding time by 1/10th, hence Rapid
 It provides an integrated network of safer, faster, affordable and more efficient public
transport
The Rainbow BRTS project is being implemented using the financial assistance received under the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM) of the Government of India.
Additionally, specific components of the project in Pimpri Chinchwad are being funded under the
‘Sustainable Urban Transport Project’, which is an initiative of the Ministry of Urban Development,
Government of India and is supported by The World Bank, UNDP & GEF.
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Pilot BRT
Learnings from Hadapsar Katraj Pilot BRT Project
In 2006, Pune became the first city in India to operationalize
a Bus Corridor having received funding under JnNURM
towards developing a (BRTS) project on a 16.2 km stretch
between Katraj to Hadapsar via Swargate. This was at a time
where there was limited nationwide knowledge about BRTS
and its applicability in Indian conditions.

Download a flyer summarizing the
differences between the Pilot BRT project
and Rainbow BRT
Rainbow – A New Journey for BRT in
Pune (pdf)
रे नबो– पुण्यातीलबीआरट्ीचा एकनवाअध्याय (pdf)

This was a constructive step by Pune Municipal Corporation
and PMPML to transform the traditional public bus service.
The pilot project was in fact a path‐breaking effort that led to
learnings for future BRT projects across the country including
the new corridors in both Pune and PimpriChinchwad.
Compared to the regular bus service the Pilot BRT project in
Pune had led to increase in number of passengers on the bus
routes, increased frequency of buses, efficiency in fuel
consumption, easier driving conditions for the driver and
more effective operations. There were of course several
learnings as well. A detailed discussion was done with the
PMPML and PMC staff involved in the project to understand
the difficulties faced.The learnings from the pilot project
have been compiled as a report. The Learnings from Pune’s
Pilot BRT Project document may be downloaded here
(Learnings From Pune Pilot BRT Project_May 2015, pdf 1.7
mb)

The learnings from the pilot project have
been compiled as a report. The Learnings
from Pune’s Pilot BRT Project document may
be downloaded here (Learnings From Pune
Pilot BRT Project_May 2015, pdf 1.7 mb)

With increased technical expertise, the PMPML, PMC and
PCMC have almost a decade later jointly operationalized the
Rainbow BRT which is already improving the public transport
system in the Pune region.
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Logo & Song
The Logo

The Rainbow BRT Song
Music: Milind Date
Lyrics: Vaibhav Joshi
Keyboards: Anand Kurhekar
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow
-brt/rainbow-brt-song

Created by Falguni Gokhale, award winning designer from
Pune, the Rainbow logo seeks to signify a joyful feeling, a
product very different from the bus service we have grown
up with, but still one which is familiar.
<iframe width="560" height="315"
src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/ba6CCTfzGR8?rel=0
" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

APPENDICES

The Signature Tune
Listen to the Rainbow BRTS
signature tune, created by Milind
Date, renowned flute-player from
Pune. Milind says the tune is
inspired by thoughts of ‘a journey
across the cityscape, together with
others, who may be friends or
strangers and evoking a
contemporary elegant product
and service, which Rainbow BRTS
should be’
https://soundcloud.com/rainbowbrt/rainbow-brt-signature-tune
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Photo Gallery

Please embed the photo albums from Facebook.com/RainbowBRTS

Home » Rainbow BRT » Videos

Rainbow BRT Features: Pravas Nava, Paryay Nava
68 seconds, mixed language
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6Q2jQO3Kjw]

More videos about Rainbow
BRT at
Rainbow YouTube Channel

Rainbow Bus Rapid Transit - A new journey in Pune and
PimpriChinchwad
6 mins, English
<iframe width="560" height="315"
src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/F_W9YdqW598?rel=0"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>
Drive Safe along Rainbow BRT Corridors
60 seconds, Animation, English
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc3yxOcUMLA]
Drive Safe along Rainbow BRT Corridors
60 seconds, Animation, Marathi
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bpD0fZRCkU]
Rainbow BRT: A commuters' guide
70 seconds, Animation, English
[youtubehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvbW2h5NlT0]
Rainbow BRT: A commuters' guide
70 seconds, Animation, Marathi
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PVLmUmN_FM]
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Radio Jingles
These radio jingles were created as part of the launch campaign
for Rainbow BRT.
Enjoy listening!
Rohan Ruta discuss the features of metro right here in Rainbow
BRT

Rainbow BRT Channel on
SoundCloud
https://soundcloud.com/rainb
ow-brt

https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/rohan-ruta-discuss-thefeatures-of-metro-right-here-in-rainbow-brt
<Embed image
https://rainbowbrtpune.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/rnrlil.png?
w=239>

Time Savings with Rainbow BRT
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/time-savings-withrainbow-brt

Aika re Aika – Using Rainbow BRT responsibly
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/aika-re-aika-usingrainbow-brt-responsibly

Rainbow Song
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/rainbow-brt-song

Rainbow Signature Tune
https://soundcloud.com/rainbow-brt/signature-tune-lowervolume
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Learn More
Links to selected BRT websites
BRT Data: http://brtdata.org/
BRT Planning Guide: https://www.itdp.org/the-brt-planning-guide/
Sustainable urban Transport Project:http://www.sutpindia.com/
World BRT Systems:http://www.worldbrt.net/defaulten.aspx
BRT Standard: https://www.itdp.org/the-brt-standard/
Ahmedabad JanmargBRT:http://www.ahmedabadbrts.org/web/index.html
Surat BRT:https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/BRTS/BrtsMain.aspx?SrNo=705005305406505406
Hubli Dharwad BRTS: http://www.hdbrts.co.in/
BRT across the World
 The concept of the BRTS took its birth in Curitiba in mid 1970s. It was conceived by Jaime Lerner,
former mayor and was called as a ‘surface metro’. Prior to it few Latin American cities had
experimented with Bus Lanes.
 Bogota’s TransMilenio System was developed in the late 90s and has a network of 112 km.
Developed under the leadership of Enrique Peñalosa, Mayor, and now a worldwide ambassador
of sustainable urban transport.
 Ever since, it has been constantly evolving and expanding across the globe. Today, BRT is
considered to be a smart public transport system driven by features and technology, and often
considered to be an alternative to metro rail due to its low cost, high capacity and quick
implementation period.
 The attributes of Bus Rapid Transit Systems (BRTS) - high-quality, fast, comfortable, and low-cost
- have made it an attractive mode across the world.
 Janmarg (Ahmedabad) was the first full-fledged BRT system implemented & operationalized in
India, in 2008.
 From 350 km in 1995, the length of BRT corridors has risen to nearly 5300km in 2016 with As of
2016, about 205 cities in the world have BRT systems of various types of which 165 cities have
operationalized BRT after 2001

Watch ‘BRT - The Future of Urban Transportation’
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhgsalV5hD4&w=560&h=315]
Here are some videos about BRT in different cities of the world. Many features in these systems are
also present in Rainbow BRT: dedicated lanes, smart stations, passenger information, vehicle
tracking, and boarding through wide doors with station platform and bus floor at the same level
(level boarding).
Bogota BRT
The BRT in Bogotá in Colombia in South America is the most famous, most advanced BRT system of
the world. The Bogota BRT is called TransMilenio. It carries 22 lakh people every day (PMPML
carries about 12 lakh people per day). Colombia is a developing country like India. The video shows
not just the features of the BRT, but also the control room, the system of feeder bus services which
link to the Transmilenio, bike parking facilities at bus stations. A must watch to understand how
advanced a BRT can be!
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxmqyF5M_rw&w=420&h=315]
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Chicago BRT, USA
Shows different features of BRT - dedicated lane, special stations, level boarding, traffic signalling to
give priority to BRT – and how BRT is fast, easy and reliable, and the benefits of increased
connectivity.
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_csc2ZDuQLo&w=560&h=315]
Cebu BRT, Philippines
An animation film which shows why BRT is needed in Cebu city, Philippines and the proposed station
arrangements. The operational target for this project is 2016.
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPe8u4eDaCQ&w=420&h=315]
Guangzhou BRT, China
The Guangzhou BRT system opened in February 2010. It now carries 850,000 passengers a day. It
connects riders to both the metro system and the city's new bike-share network. Guangzhou, also
known as Canton is located about 145 km north north-west of Hong Kong. Its population is over 100
lakhs, which makes it more than 3 times as big as Pune. One similarity between Guangzhou BRT and
Rainbow BRT is that both have a hybrid system - buses operate in dedicated corridors as well as go
off corridor into mixed traffic.
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EUxUM27cNQ&w=560&h=315]
Swift Bus Rapid Transit, Washington, USA
Explains what is BRT, how it is similar to metro in service, and features like tickets at stations,
frequency of buses, level boarding through wide doors, bicycle racks, smart cards. The video also
shows how to use Swift BRT.
[youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0Vj19CB6LI&w=560&h=315]
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Home » Rainbow BRT » Project Partners
Project Partners and Funding
The Implementing Agencies of Rainbow BRT are the Pune Municipal Corporation and the Pimpri
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation.
The Operating Agency is the Pune Mahanagar Parivahan Mahamandal Ltd (PMPML)
The BRTS project is funded by the Government of India Ministry of Urban Development.
Additionally, Pimpri Chinchwad is one of 6 cities in India where the development of world class
public transport systems is also supported under the UNDP, World Bank, Global Environmental
Facility (GEF) under the‘Sustainable Urban Transport Project’, which is an initiative of the Ministry of
Urban Development, Government of India and is supported by The World Bank, UNDP & GEF
For Rainbow BRTS project, PMPML has received technical support from Institute for Transportation
and Development Policy (ITDP-India), a not-for-profit organization.
The Rainbow BRTS project is in line with India’s national policies such as:
 National Action Plan on Climate Change which emphasizes the need for reducing Green House
Gas emissions and shift to public transport
 National Urban Transport Policy which emphasizes ‘Moving People, Not Vehicles’
 12th Five Year Plan, which has a focus on ‘Inclusive & Sustainable Growth’

Home » Rainbow BRT » Project News and Updates
Rainbow BRT System was launched on 30thAugust 2015 on the Sangamwadi-Vishrantwadi Corridor
Section and received a very favorable response.
Operations on Sangvi-Kiwale, the first BRT corridor of Pimpri Chinchwad were launched on 5th
September 2015.
Operations on the second BRT Corridor in Pimpri Chinchwad, Nashik Phata to Wakad were launched
on 28th November 2015.
Rainbow BRT System is the proud recipient of the Volvo Sustainable Transport Award in December
2015 for its “Outstanding Contribution to Sustainable Mobility”.
Rainbow BRT System with 30 Km of Operational Corridor Length carries 1.2 Lakh passengers daily as
of April 2016. Rainbow BRT System has witnessed a 20% increase in corridor ridership since its
inception.
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3. Recommendations for Strengthening the Communications Portfolio at PMPML
PMPML as the public transit service provider has a number of communication functions, including
for customers, the general public, elected representatives, and government and other stakeholders.
In addition to improving infrastructure, fleet, operations planning, etc, PMPML should strengthen its
capabilities for more effective communications and engagement with its entire range of
stakeholders. The table below presents some major communication functions of a transit utility.
Communications
planning and
monitoring

Define overall communications portfolio and scope of work - Develop an
effective and interactive communications strategy for the organisation
Budget estimates for communications
Monitoring and assessments on communication effectiveness
Annual report on communications and engagement

Public engagement

Public engagement framework document
Proactive information disclosure on various organizational aspects
RTI compliance
Grievance redress
Public opinion surveys
Public engagement on new transit planning proposals/ modifications to
routes, services, fares etc, including facilitation and process documentation

Stakeholder
engagement

Stakeholder engagement framework document
Reports to the Board of Directors, and strategic deliberations
Reports to elected representatives, and strategic deliberations
Reports to regulatory authority (RTA), and strategic deliberations

Customer Service

Information about transit services - journey planner, schedules, maps etc
Updates on services and alerts
Phone helplines, query response service
Delivery of schedules, maps through various media
Website, Social Media, Apps
Lost and found service
Customer satisfaction surveys

Marketing and
Promotions

Annual marketing and promotions plan

Brand Identity
Management and
Corporate
Communications

Be the interface between internal and external stakeholders

Campaigns for promoting public transit or specific products and services
Create and manage brand identities (organizational and for specific products)
and brand manuals
Ensure application of visual and audio identity wherever appropriate
Conduct of internal orientation for brand awareness and commitment
Annual Report of the organization
Design manuals for all signage and IEC products
SOP manuals for management of all IEC products

Media Outreach
APPENDICES

Press conferences and briefings, press notes
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PMPML is already performing some of these. Deliberations with the Board of Directors, elected
representatives and the RTO are performed by the CMD/ Jt MD and CEO. The RTI compliance is met
through the designated PIO. The PRO has been responsible for media briefings.
However, there is considerable scope for improvement of institutional communications. For
example, a website has been created though comprehensive information has not yet been placed on
it and there is limited capacity for regular updation and management of content. There are no
mechanisms in place for carrying out a number of important communication functions such as
issuing service alerts, public engagement on new transit proposals, running campaigns, ensuring
brand and design guidance manuals are followed etc.
It is suggested that a Communications Team be developed by hiring new staff and seconding
appropriate staff from the existing human resource at PMPML or PMC. The positions suggested are:
Suggested Communications Team
Communications
Coordinator or
Manager

One

Masters’ degree in Public
Relations / Corporate
Communications / Strategic
Design Management / Mass
communication / Multimedia
with at least 5 years’ relevant
work experience and excellent
language skills (Marathi,
English, Hindi)

Communications
Officers

Two

Masters’ degree in Mass
Communications/ Journalism /
Digital Marketing / Digital
media - Multimedia with
excellent language skills
(Marathi, English, Hindi)

 Lead the Communications team. Should
report to CMD and contribute to
corporate and strategic
communications.
 Prepare the framework for the
communication portfolio and all its
elements
 Design and manage public engagement
processes
 Design and organize internal training
for various elements of the
communications portfolio
 Oversee all contracted agencies for
design of various products
 Should report to Communications
Coordinator/ Manager
 Management of information products
 Management of social media
 Oversight of various customer services
 Facilitate public engagement processes

Coordination mechanisms can be set up with existing personnel and contracted agencies:
 RTI Compliance
 Grievance Redress
 Public Relations Officer (if post has been filled)
Suggested Job Descriptions
Communications Coordinator
Will lead the team engaged in establishing organizational brand identity and brand, public and media
relations work, public engagement processes. The Corporate Communications team is required to
be the interface with internal and external stakeholders. The job involves developing an effective
and interactive communications strategy for the organisation, developing and implementing
appropriate internal and public communication and engagement processes in conjunction with the
senior management of the organization.
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Required Competencies
 Knowledge of current practices in communication research and strategy especially for public
enterprises, public participation and media relations
 Experience of social research and surveys
 Knowledge of grievance redress systems and RTI
 Liaison ability
 Experience in strategizing and managing or conducting public events
 Experience in creative and strategic thinking and use of a variety of media
 Excellent communication abilities—verbal and written
 Excellent skills in Marathi and English language writing, creative writing, editing and copy-editing
 Skills in using social-media
 Project management, documentation and reporting skills
 Leadership
 Skills in MS Office
 Exposure to the work of urban local bodies, transportation planning would be an advantage
Communications Officer
Be a part of the team engaged in
 Establishing organizational identity and brand, public and media relations
 Developing and producing organizational literature including newsletters, brochures, website
write-ups, social media management, annual reports, activity reports, press notes, case studies,
etc.
 Developing and documenting internal procedures and systems related to corporate identity
matters and tasks
 Conducting public and customer surveys
 Developing events and projects related communications
 Assist the Communications Coordinator
Required Competencies
 Knowledge of current practices in communications strategy and social research / market surveys
 Knowledge of grievance redress systems and RTI
 Liaison ability
 Creative and strategic thinking and knowledge of use of a variety of media
 Excellent communication abilities—verbal and written
 Excellent skills in Marathi and English language writing, creative writing, editing and copy-editing
 Skills in using social-media
 Basic knowledge of field work
 Positive attitude, team player, networking
 Skills in MS Office
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4. Number and Reach of posts made on Facebook.com/RainbowBRTS
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Branding & Marketing
Communication & Outreach

BRT Vehicles

sasa

Intelligent Transit
Management Systems

rainbow

Service &
Operational Planning

Dedicated Lanes

Bus Stations
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